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Very shortly the  entire Jewish
world will be celebrating the for-
tieth   anniversary   of  the   estab-
lishment  of  the  State  of  Israel.
Whatever   gloom   and   despon-
dency the present political situa-
tion   casts   upon   the   scene,   it
should not be allowed to detract
in   any  way  from  achievements
which    truly    merit    the    term
`miraculous' .

Survivors   of   the   Holocaust,
refugees from Eastern European
oppression       and       persecuted
families   from  Arab   lands  have
combined  to  form  a  homogen-
ous and distinctive State. A State
distinguished by freedom,  social
justice  and democracy of a qual-
ity  many  far  older  nations  can-
not  even  hope  to  emulate  and
with  which  there  is  no  parallel
anywhere   in   the   Middle   East.
Jerusalem   is   now   one   of   the
world's  most beautiful cities  and
is  the  symbol of a renaissance in
religious,     economic,     cultural,
social,  agricultural  and  scientific
life    which,    perhaps,    has    no
equal.  What  has  been  achieved
in  forty  years,  despite  war  and
hostility,   is   hard   to   credit.   On
almost any level that you care to
name Israel is a miracle.

And     yet,     despite     all     its
achievements,   Israel   has   been
denied    the    one    thing   that   it
wants   above   all   else   -  peace.
There is no doubt that the blame
for  this  rests  substantially  upon
the   shoulders   of   hostile   Arab
nations      whose      emnity      has
demanded  of Israel  the  sacrifice
of  many  lives,  the  cost  of  con-
stant  military readiness  and who
have   done   everything   in   their
power  to  ensure  that  the  prob-
lem  of  the  Palestinian  refugees
should not be solved.

Nevertheless,       Israel       must
share some of the blame as well.
In  1967  Israel found itself in pos-
session  of new  territories on the
West  Bank  of the Jordan  and  in
Gaza.  And with those territories
came  more  than  a  million  Pales-
tinian   Arabs.   For   the   last   ten
years     at     least,     it    has    been
patently obvious that a democra-
tic  Jewish   State  could  not  con-
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tinue   to   occupy
those   territories
soul.   Yet   for   more   than   ten
years,    successive    governments
have   lacked   the   courage   and
determination  even  to  envisage
a solution.  Likud and its suppor-
ters  have  been  so  overwhelmed
by a desire to retain the whole of
the   Biblical   land  of  Israel  that
they   have   declined   to   offer   a
realistic and humane response to
the   aspirations   of  those  Arabs
who, inconveniently, live in Heb-
ron  and  Jericho  and  throughout
Judea and Samaria. The Labour
Party  has   spoken   of  territorial
concessions but has lacked a con-
vincing   strategy   and   has   been
cowed     by     possible     electoral
opprobrium.    Memories   of   the
Holocaust   have   added   to   the
national paralysis. The result has
been   a  long  and  unsatisfactory
occupation,    the    clinging   to    a
status quo unacceptable to Pales-
tinian   Arabs   and   corrosive   of
Israeli morale and Jewish values.

The  fortieth  anniversary,   the
celebration          of         enormous
achievement,   has  been  clouded
by the consequences of failure to
tackle   the   Palestinian  problem.
Not  that the  solution  is  anything
like  as clear as one  might expect
from   listening   to   the   media   in
the  West.  Arab  states  like  Syria
and Iraq will do anything in their
power  to  undermine  a  peaceful
solition. The  Islamic Jihad is infi-
nitely more dangerous than even
the   PLO.   Precious   few   Israelis
believe   at   the   moment   that   a

West  Bank  state  would  serve  as
anything other than the base for
renewed      attacks      on      Israel
launched  almost  from  the  heart
of Israel itself.  If Israel is to give
up   sovereignty   over   much   of
Judea    and    Samaria,    will    the
Palestinians   give   up   hopes   of
adding  Jaffa  and  Haifa  to  the
West   Bank?   Israelis   will   take
much convincing and, if western
strategists  are wrong,  it is Israeli
lives which will pay the price.

Yet,  in  the  end,  Israel  has  to
move in the direction of granting
autonomy  to the Palestinians on
much   of   the   West   Bank   and
Gaza.    What    other    choice    is
there?  How else can a democra-
tic,  Jewish  state  be  maintained?
Israel   has  to   expend  time   and
energy   on   cultivating   relation-
ships     with     Palestinians     and
encouraging     them     to     throw
stones   at   their   own   extremists
rather than at the Israel Defence
Forces.    Israel   has   done   much
materially   for   the   Palestinians
over  the  last  twenty  years  and
will have to do still more.  But, in
the  end,  Israel  will  also  have  to
cede territory for peace just as it
did   so   courageously   to   Egypt.
There is no alternative.

Forty  years  on,  America  and
Europe  can  play  a  much  more
positive      role     than     shouting`gevalt'  at  young  soldiers  caught

trying  to  deal  with  mass  orches-
trated civil  unrest in  the glare of
the world's Press  and sometimes
finding  themselves  brutalised  by
the  situation.   Instead,  America
and  Europe  can  begin  to  look
with   Israel   at   how   Israel's   sec-
urity  can  be guaranteed  if Israel
does  indeed  cede  further  territ-
ory  for  peace.  The  average  Jew
in   Jerusalem    or   Netanya   will
need  a  very great  deal  of practi-
cal,  concrete  reassurance  if he  is
to    believe    that    a    Palestinain
entity   on   the   West   Bank   is   a
genuine    compromise    between
two peoples determined to make
peace,  rather  than  a  prelude  to
yet  another  war  which  seeks  to
destroy     one     of    the     noblest
achievements  of mankind  in  this
or any other fige .
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WHY  ISRAEL'S
CRISIS IS OUR

TRAUMA

Sidney Brichto

NOT SINCE THE INVASION
of Lebanon by Israeli forces
in  1982 have I felt such anxi-

ety and confusion as I do now when
I  listen  to  the  news,  reactions  and
analyses of the present riots on the
West  Bank  and  Gaza.  The  impact
upon me  and,  I imagine,  also upon
others has been to gnaw at my confi-
dence   in   Israel's   ability   either   to
resolve  the  situation  or  to  respond
adequately to the reporting of these
events in the media. This was a par-
ticular shock as it followed a period
of relative calm.

As with the invasion of the Leba-
non, an analysis of my own reaction
reveals   anger   both   at   Israel   for
being in  such  a  situation  and  at the
`world'  for  its  hypocrisy  and  appa-

rent  joy  at  Israel's  embarrassment.
These  conflicting  reactions  make  it
very   difficult   to   be  objective   and
constructive .

When I feel compelled to criticise
Israel  for  her  physical  response  to
the riots in the territories or for her
ineffective  public  relations,  I  think
that  my  anger  may  be  misplaced.
Surely it would be better for me to
direct   it   at  Western   Governments
and  the  media  for  their  failure  to
blame   the  Arab   nations  for  their
contribution to this situation!

But  such  redirection  of  my  feel-
ings  is  neither relevant,  helpful  nor
worthwhile because, as a Jew, I feel
that   whatever   view   others   take,
Israel   should   not   be   in   such   an
oppressive situation, even if it is not
originally of her making.

What  is  there  to  do  about  this
ambivalent response of mine which
may be  similar to  your own?  I have
attempted  an  answer which I feel  I
ought to share with other members
of the Jewish community.

I  began  by  accepting the  internal
conflict  between  my  deep  commit-
ment to  Israel  and my equally deep
belief  that  while  it  may  be  cynical
for  other  nations  to  apply  double
standards  to  Israel,  we  Jews  have
the rz.gfe/ to expect a higher standard
of   behaviour   from   Israel.   These

expectations   are  the   basis   of  our
Jewish    values    shared    with    most
Israelis which  motivates our loyalty
and  love  for  a  State  governed  by
Jews.

Secondly,   I  attempted  a  separa-
tion of the issues and looked at the
basic elements  of the present  situa-
tion. These were:

The    Government    of   Israel    is
divided on the best approach to the
settlement  of  the  Arab-Israel  con-
flict   and   this   division   prevents   it
from having a united foreign policy
and a vigorous public relations prog-
ramme.  This  has  led  to  a  situation
where  Israel  responds  rather  than
initiates.

The   increased   militancy   in   the
Occupied Territories  is  due  to  fun-
damentalist      teachings      and      an
increase in frustration of the Palesti-
nians  at  their  ambiguous  position.
While the  Israeli government knew
of  this  growing  danger,  it  had  not
anticipated its violent expression so
Soon.

There   is   an   absence   of   policy
towards   the   rioting   in   Palestinian
refugee  camps  other  than  the  rep-
ression of the rioters and those who
instigate them.

The   lack  of  a  riot  police  force
with    the    appropriate    equipment
meant that at the outset of the trou-
bles, 20-25 Arabs were killed within
a  few  days  which  caused justifiable
outrage.  Since the  early days of the
riots, the Israeli military authorities
have learnt the lesson and the use of
rubber bullets  and tear gas to clear
the   streets   has   resulted   in   fewer
deaths    and    casualties.    The    fun-
damentalist   factor  will   mean   that
some will be prepared, indeed wish,
to  die  to  become  martyrs. This will
require the use of real bullets when
the other means have failed.

The   deportation   of   Palestinian
instigators  as  a  deterrent  has  been
employed by Israel for years  as the
most   effective   means   of   keeping
control.  As  other  occupying  forces
have  killed  and  incarcerated  such
individuals,   this  method  does  not
appear  to  warrant  such  wholesale
condemnation from the UN.

The  Israeli  reaction  to  the  riots
and  the  killings  has  been  primarily
one  of  shame.  The  criticism  of the
government,  the open debate in all
areas  of Israeli  life,  the freedom  of
the press and the TV to picture and
report the riots are all indications of
Israel's  embarrassment.  This  is  not
due to the `shock' of world opinion.

Had this been the only reason, cen-
sorship could have been imposed by
shutting off the rioting areas to TV
cameras to protect Israel's image

The  actual  danger  to  Israel  has
not been greater since the Yom Kip-
pur  War.  The  rioting  if  unchecked
could become a cancer in Israeli soc-
iety. This will lead to the demoralisa-
tion of the Israeli army and increas-
ing     polarisation     between     those
Israelis  who  wish  to  achieve  peace
at  any  price  and  those  who  would
not give an inch or take any risk to
achieve it.

Finally, I asked myself, what posi-
tive action can we Jews living in Bri-
tain   take?   Our   motives   must   be
rooted in our concern for the safety
of   Israel,   the   preservation   of   its
reputation    as    a    democratic    and
civilised    nation    and    the    uneasy
knowledge   that,    whatever   Israel
does or does not do, reflects on our
image as Jews both in our own eyes
and  in  the  eyes  of  our  neighbours.
We  should try not to allow this last
factor to  cloud  our vision when we
judge       Israel's       own       national
interests.

The answers I give are:
We should ventilate our own feel-

ings  and  perceptions  to  those  who
we  know  are  as  troubled  as  are we
over    the    situation    in    order    to
develop our own thoughts.

We   should   as   individuals  make
known   to   the   Israeli   government
through  letters,  contacts  and  other
means  available  to  us,  our  desire
that   she   prove   her   humanitarian
concern for the Palestinians who are
being   exploited   as   pawns   by   the
PLO  and Arab  nations  to  discredit
Israel   and   Jews.   This   should   be
done  with  the  full  moral  and finan-
cial   support   of  world   Jewry   and
friendly   nations.   Any   attempt   by
the     Palestinians     to     resist     the
improvement of their own situation
should  be  exposed  and  should  not
be  used  as  an  excuse  for  inactivity
on  the  part  of  the  Israeli  Govern-
ment.

We  should  make  known  to  the
Israeli  Government  our  belief that
the  repression  of the  rioters,  while
necessary,   cannot   be   a   sufficient
response  to   the  present  situation.
The riots, which one can only hope
will      eventually      be      controlled,
should  be  treated  as  a heart  attack
of the Israeli body politic, a waming
of the mortal dangers to Israel (and,
I  would  add,  to  the  Jewish  people
because  our  future  is  intertwined)
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of  ignoring  the  danger  created  by
the  Palestinians  living  in  territories
under Israeli  occupation. There is a
need  for  a   united,   pragmatic  but
enlightened     policy     towards     the
Palestinians  which  blunts  the  edge
of the  attacks  made  on  Israel  by its
enemies   and   which   reassures   the
Israelis themselves that the problem
is being adequately addressed.

We  should   make   known  to  the
Israeli  Government  that,  unfair  or
not,  motivated  by  hatred  or  not,  it
cannot discount world opinion. This
does not mean that we call upon the
Government       to       sacrifice      her
national  interest  for  world  popular-
ity,  or that it  should  allow others to
dictate    her    policy    but    only    to
acknowledge  that  for  Israel  world
opinion   does   count.  Therefore,   a
plan and programme for achieving a
more   favourable   image   should   be
among        its        highest        national
priorities.  This  will  require  enorm-
ous expenditure and the money will
have    to    be    found.    In    the    first
instance,  this  would  require  a  com-
prehensive      research      of     public
attitudes.

We   should  make   known   to  the
British   Government,   and   to   the
media, and to our friends our expec-
tation      that      Britain      act      more
evenhandedly   and   seek   to   assist
Israel  in  resolving  the  issues  which
have    caused    her   such   pain   and
embarrassment.

We  should  be  clear  in  our  own
minds    that    Mr.    Mellor's    action,
whatever   its   motives,   was   totally
negative    in    its    impact.    It    made
Israel  despair  of  any  hope  for  fair~
ness from its friends and thus to join
in  solidarity  behind  the  attitude  `it
does  not  matter  what  we  do,  the
world will  continue to  hate  us'.  Is it
merely a coincidence thet Likud has
increased  its  popularity in the  opin-
ion polls since Mellor's visit? It gave
encouragement  to  Arab  extremists
who will gladly sacrifice welfare and
the   lives   of   Palestinians,   as   they
have done since  1947 with equanim-
ity,  if this is  the  only way to  achieve
Israel's  destruction.  Additionally,  it
discouraged   moderate   Palestinians
from  taking  any  action  to  amelior-
ate    their    own    situation    by    the
attempt to  live  at peace with  Israel.

Behind all our efforts must be the
knowledge    that    it   cannot   be    in
Israel's  interests  to  control  the  lives
of  non-Israeli   Arabs   and   that   we
must   give   whatever   support   she
requires to  assist  her in  the  attempt
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to remove herself from this situation
without sacrificing her security.

Subsequent   to   the   Mellor  visit,
Defence Minister Rabin announced
the beating of Palestinians as a mat-
ter   of  policy.   The   Leader   of  the
Opposition,    Neil    Kinnock,    then
decided to use his first visit to Israel
to   increase   his   own   popularity   at
home by joining in the sympathy for
the  plight  of  the  victimised  Palesti-
nians.  These  factors,  in  addition  to
the    video    reels    of   Israelis    mer-
cilessly  beating  Palestinians  as  well
as pictures of a weeping Glenys Kin-
mock  prompt  me  to  add  the  follow-
ing comments to explore the intract-
able  nature  of the  Arab-Israel  con-
flict  and  to  draw  my  own  conclu-
sions.

There  can  be  little  question  that
Israel   has  lost  a  lot  of  ground  in
Jewish    and    world    opinion.    The
Lebanon   invasion,   culminating   in
the   Christian   massacres   at   Sabra
and  Chatilla,  followed  by  the  fairly
ignominious   withdrawal   of   Israeli
troops       from       Lebanon,       was
described     as     `Israel's     Vietnam'.
After   those   events,   we   felt   that
Israel  had  a  lot  of ground  to  make
up  if she  was  to  win  back  the  sym-
pathy  she  had  lost.  This  began  to
happen  by  an  improvement  in  rela-
tions with certain African and South
American States and an interchange
of  visits  between  the  Prime  Minis-
ters of Israel and Great Britain.  It is
true   that   the   ability   of   Israel   to
achieve    a   national   unity   govern-
ment  under  Shimon  Peres  and  the
defeat       of       runaway       inflation
improved    the   image   but   not   so
much as did the contrast to what the
Arabs   were   doing   to   the   Palesti-
nians   in    Northern    Lebanon    and
what   the   Muslims   were   doing   to
each  other  in  the  Iran-Iraq  blood-
bath.

The   repression   of  the   riots   has
lost   all   this   regained   ground   and
some  feel  that  Israel  has  lost more,
as  these  events  are  taking  place  in
Israel  and  in  areas  under  her  con-
trol.  What  is  more  worrying  is  that
in  this  instance,  even  more  so  than
in   1982,  Jews  have  begun  to  ques-
tion  the  moral stance  of Israel.

I speak of realities but, in the case
of  Israel,  image  is  also  a  reality,  as
Israel is a country whose future to a
larger    extent    than    most    others,
depends on the place it has in world
opinion.    While    fiercely    indepen-
dent,  as  we  Jews  should  like  it  to
remain,   we   must   appreciate   that

without the goodwill and support of
the USA, the West and world Jewry,
Israel's position is in great jeopardy.

As  to  the  other  new  realities  of
the  situation,  the  Palestinians  have
become more than a public relations
problem    for   Israel.    Due   to   the
increase  in  fundamentalism  or  gen-
eral political frustration, or a combi-
nation  of  the  two,  the  Palestinians
have  forged  a  national  identity  and
the ability to express it in Israel and
in    the    Administered    Territories.
Until  now,  one felt  safe in  Israel.  It
was  possible,  for  the  most  part,  to
walk unafraid in East Jerusalem and
in  Bethlehem.  It  was possible to be
in   Arab   populated   areas   without
seeing  a  patrolling  soldier.  This  is
now  past  history.  The  Israeli  army
will  have  to  be vigilant and civilians
will have to be on guard.

Also,  the  Israeli  soldiers,  as  part
of  a  people's  army,  will  not  enjoy
spending their reserve duty keeping
Arabs   in   check.   They   have   been
trained  to  fight  the  enemy  without
and will find it difficult morally and
militarily  to  become  riot  policemen
and home guards.

The Israeli electorate has become
further    polarised    between    those
who   wish   to   hand   back   the   ter-
ritories  and  take  the  consequential
risks  and  those  who  wish  to  retain
the  sfcz/zfs   q£/o   as   the   best  way   of
maintaining    Israel's    security.   The
country,   in  its  search  for  peace,  is
divided between  the risk takers and
the  non-risk  takers,  between  those
who  believe  that  peace  is  holy  and
those  who  believe  that  the  land  is
holy,  those  who  want  a  smaller and
those who want a greater Israel. But
the   major   difference   is   between
those who think that peace with  the
Palestinians        and        her        Arab
neighbours is a possibility and those
who   think  it  a  dangerous  illusion,
between  those  who  think  that  the
retention   of  the   territories   means
that   Israelis   will   never   be   driven
into  the  sea and  those who  are  con-
vinced  that  unless Israel  takes some
risks,   she   will   never   enjoy   peace
and her security will be temporary.

In   seeking  a  solution,   Diaspora
Jewry  must  play  a  role.   I  say  this
because the fate of Israel and Jewry,
the destiny of the Jewish-Israeli and
the    Diaspora   Jew   is   intertwined.
And   Israelis,   whether  of  the   fun-
damentalist    territorialists,    or    the
Peace  Now  movement,  want  us  to
support   their  positions.  There   are
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Zionist  parties  in  the  Diaspora  giv-
ing  them  this  support  and  the  fact
that most Jews do not choose to sign
up  as  Zionists  does  not  make  them
any   less   Lovers   of  Zion  with  the
right to use their influence.

By  using  our  influence,  I  am  not
suggesting that we  seek  to win  non-
Jewish support or the support of our
governments for any interference in
Israeli    politics.    Moral    and    even
financial pressure within our Jewish
family,   yes!   Political   pressure   out-
side the family, no!

I  cannot  be  sure  of  this,  but  my
instincts and experience tell me that
an  ever-increasing  nuinber  of Dias-
pora   Jews   feel   that   it   is   not   in
Israel's    interests,    domestically    as
well   as   internationally,   to   be   an
occupying   power.    Some   felt   this
before  the rioting,  more feel it now.
It is not in  Israel's national  interest.

The  optimum  solution  would  be
an  autonomous  Palestine  either  as
part of Israel or as part of a confed-
eration with Jordan. These  cantons,
Gaza  and the West Bank`  could not
have   armies   nor   an   independent
foreign    policy    but    their    citizens
could have home rule.

In  the  absence  of any Arab  State
with   whom   to   negotiate   and   the
unwillingness  of  the  Palestinians  to
agree  anything  without  the  support
of the  PLO  or  other Arab  nations,
there would seem no alternative but
for   Israel,   as   a   first   measure,   to
withdraw  from  these  areas,  to  pro-
tect  the  borders  and to  impose self-
rule on the Palestinians. This would
require  trade and other agreements
which will make productive relation-
ships possible between Jewish Israel
and  Arab  Palestine.   Once  this  has
been   achieved,   an   internationally
sponsored conference could provide
the   framework   for   Israel,   Egypt,
Syria,  Jordan  and  Lebanon  to  dis-
cuss  with  the  Palestinian  leadership
their   future   position   and   relation-
ships.  It is the responsibility of Dias-

pora   Jewry   to    support    Israel   in
zichieving this goall
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SOVIET]EWS
THE CHRISTIAN NEED

John Anderson

WHAT ARE WE TO MAKE
of  Mr.  Gorbachev?  What
has   his   period   in   office

meant   for   those   involved   in   the
struggle  for human  rights,  religious
freedom and the right to emigrate?

During his first months in office it
was  easy  to  dismiss  Gorbachev  as
just   another   bureaucrat   following
the     typical     Soviet     pattern     by
denouncing    his    predecessor    and
hinting  at  reform.  Though  his  style
was more  dynamic than that of any
General              Secretary              since
Khrushchev,  he  readily fell back  on
old    rhetoric    when    dealing    with
human rights issues.  In an interview
given to the Paris paper L'Hz/mcz/3!.fc'
at  the  beginning  of  1986  he  denied
that the Soviet Union had any politi-
Gal  prisoners  and  claimed  that  the
Jews  had  the  same  rights  as  other
nationalities.

Though  there  remain  those  who
view  the   Gorbachev  phenomenon
as simply  a public relations  exercise
designed  to  lower  the  guard  of  an
ever  gullible  West,  three  years  on
such an analysis is far from convinc-
ing.  In  part,  this suspicious  attitude
is  a  reaction  to  the  over-optimistic
reporting  of  much  of  the  Western
media  which  often  seem  incapable
of  distinguishing  between  moderni-
sation     and    liberalisation     in     the
Soviet system.  In part, it also comes
from   a   belief   that   the   only   real
change    is    that    which    turns    the
USSR  into  a liberal  democracy,  the
pressure group approach that wants`everything  on  a  plate',  now!  Real

changes have occurred in Soviet soc-
iety  but  we  must  be  aware  of their
limitations and able to place them in
their historical context.

Such    an    approach    is    certainly
necessary in  any discussion  of religi-
ous      policy      under      Gorbachev.
Though    Soviet   treatment   of   the
Jews  cannot  be  seen  in  the  context
of religious policy alone, it would be
true  to  say  that  since  the  late  192()s
Jewish  religious  communities  have
faced  the  same  disabilities  as  other
religious  groups.   During  the   1930s
synagogues,  mosques  and  churches
were   closed   down   in   a   campaign
that  seemed  destined  to  destr()y  all

institutional        religion.         Rabbis,
priests,  pastors  and  mullahs  disap-
peared  into  the  maw  of the  terror,
the  majority  of  them  never  to  be
seen  again.  However,  the  German
invasion  of the  USSR  in  June  1941
led   to   concessions   being  made   to
religious groups and since then relig-
ion has been accorded a limited and
sometimes  uneasy  degree  of tolera-
tion.

The     1929     Law    on    Religious
Associations,  as  amended  in  1975,
regulates  religious  life  in  the  Soviet
Union.   The   basic   requirement   of
this  law  is  that  religious  congrega-
tions   be   registered   with   the   state
authorities.    Its   chief   effect   is   to
make     it    extremely     difficult    for
places  of  worship  to  open  and  to
facilitate    the    closure    of   existing
ones.  According  to  official  figures,
there   were   over   1,100   functioning
synagogues   before    the    1929    law
came  into  effect.  By  1961  this  had
shrunk   to   259.   The   latest   figures
state  that  there  are  now  109  regis-
tered        communities.        Unofficial
sources suggest that even this figure
may be too high.

For   those   religious   associations
permitted  to  function  there  remain
many   difficulties   -   state   interfer-
ence in the appointment of clergy,  a
general  shortage  of  religious  litera-
ture and educational facilities, a ban
on charitable activities -which may
have  been  ignored  in  practice  since
early  1988  -  discrimination  against
believers in education and work and
a  constant  bari-age  of  atheist  prop-
aganda.

For the Jews additional problems
are posed by special dietary require-
ments   and   the   prevalence   of  anti-
Semitism   among  some   sections  of
Soviet society.  During the  1920s Sta-
lin  played  upon  this  in  his  struggle
against     opponents     with     Jewish
backgrounds who criticised his proc-
lamation  of  `socialism  in  one  coun-
try'.   Since   Khrushchev's   time   the
USSR's    critical    attitude    towards
Israel   has   contributed   to   an   out-
pouring   of   thinly    disguised    anti-
Semitic literature.

During  Gorbachev's  first  year  in
power  there  were  few  signs  of  any
substantive  change  in  religious  pol-
icy,  though  there  soon  emerged  a
more  open  discussion  of the  `religi-
ous question' in the press. For more
than  a  decade  a  number of leading
Soviet writers had been questioning
the  wisdom  of  a  total  re].ection  of
traditional      values      and      asking
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whether   the   official   ideology  was
capable   of   meeting   people's   real
spiritual       needs.       Such       writing
became   more   explicit   in   the   mid-
1980s,  with  writers  such  as  Chingiz
Aitmatov   and  Vasyl'   Bykov   using
their  novels  and  stories  to  suggest
that   religion   might   offer   a  sound
moral      foundation      for      society.
Yevgeni    Yevtushenko,    the    poet,
went further in  questioning the offi-
cial    dominance    of   atheism    and,
more  practically,  in  calling  for  the
free publication of the Bible so that
people  could  acquire  a  real  under-
standing  of  their  cultural  heritage.
Needless   to   say,   such   views   have
met    considerable    criticism    from
some    quarters,     notably    Prczt;dcz,
which  earlier  this  year  denounced
any attempt to  restore religious val-
ues.

This is not the first time that there
has been an open discussion of relig-
ion  but  these  have  not  in  the  past
led to any lasting easing of pressure
on   believers.   Yet   since  early   1987
the   Press  has   gone   much   further
than  in  previous  years,  notably  in
dealing  explicitly  with  some  of  the
problems  faced  by  believers.   A4os-
cow IVcws has led the way in report-
ing  on  local  authorities  who,  with-
out any justification,  denied groups
of   believers   the   right   to   open   a
church.   On  occasions  its  tone  dif-
fered    little    from    that   of   earlier
scz/7tz.zdczf     complaints     which     had
landed    their    authors    in    labour
camps.      The      greatly      respected
Academician      Dmitri      Likhachev
went further  still  when  he  used  the
pages  of  the  leading  literary  paper
to  criticise  the  government's  Coun-
cil for Religious Affairs for its exces-
sive  interference  in  the  life  of religi-
ous   communities,   again   using  lan-
guage only slightly milder than that
once  used by religious dissidents.

Relatively  speaking,   1987  was  a
good   year   for   religious   believers.
Many    activities    which    previously
drew  the  wrath   of  the   authorities
were      now      studiously      ignored.
Religious   discussion   groups   began
to   meet   again.   Unregistered   wor-
ship  meetings  were  broken  up  less
regularly.  In  Moscow  parents  were
no  longer  required  to  present  their
passports     before     their     children
could      be      baptised.      Charitable
activities   on   the   part   of  religious
organisations  appear  to  have  been
given dc/#c/o recognition. More sig-
nificantly   the   authorities   seem   to
have   stopped   the    decline    in   the
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number  of places  of  worship,  with
more  open  than  closed  in  the  last
two years, though there has been no
sign  of  a  restitution  of  the  tens  of
thousands    closed    over    the    last
seventy   years   against   the   will   of
believers.   Most  obvious  of  all  was
the release of over 100 religious pris-
oners  and  the  low  number  of  new
arrests  during  1987.  However,  the
total   number   of   known   religious
prisoners remains at around 250 and
the  promise  made  by  one  official
that these would be released by the
end of 1987 was not met.

These  changes  have  affected  the
different religious groups to varying
degrees.  For the Jews  it  has  meant
the provision of kosher food in Mos-
cow and a promise that a restaurant
would  be  built  next  to  the  Moscow
Synagogue.  Though  in  late  1986  a
mz.kvczfe     attached    to     a     Moscow
Synagogue was partially demolished
it was back in working order by Sep-
tember 1987. Around the same time
permission  was  given  to  restore  the
mz.kvczfe   in   Leningrad.    Of   course,
these  are  symbolic  changes  in  two
cities     frequented     by     numerous
foreign  tourists  but  they  should not
be  dismissed  out  of hand.  In  other
parts  of the country there has been
something    of    a    renaissance     of
Jewish   cultural   life,   with   cultural
clubs,   discussion  groups  and  Heb-
rew classes given varying degrees of
toleration by the authorities.

All     these      developments     are
undoubtedly   an   improvement   on
the   not-too-distant   past   and   can
only   be   welcomed.   At   the   same
time   a  note   of  caution   has  to  be
sounded.  Firstly,  there  has  been  no
official    denial    of   the    ideological
commitment   to   eventual   elimina-
tion  of  religion,  with  its  disappear-
ance  being  seen  as  a  precondition
for the creation of full Communism.
Equally, despite hints of change, the
basic   legislation   affecting   religion
remains   r.#   5`z./z!,   as   do   the   instru-
ments   previously   used   for   repres-
sion.  The  authorities  still  break  up
unregistered   meetings,   albeit   with
less     frequency     than     previously.
Religious believers remain in labour
camps    and    psychiatric    hospitals.
Participants  in Jewish cultural  clubs
and  Hebrew  classes  are  still  subject
to  harassment.

More  worrying  from  the  Jewish
viewpoint  has  been  the  emergence
of openly anti-Semitic groups which
have     benefited    from    the    more
relaxed     official     attitude    towards

unofficial   groups.   Some   of  these,
notably  Pczm};cz/  (Memory),  appear
to    have    started    life    as    Russian
nationalist  groups  but  later  encom-
passed    more    extremist    elements
obsessed  with  the  threat  to  Russia
posed    by    `Zionists    and    Freema-
sons'.     One    of    their    documents
blamed  the  Christianisation  of  the
Slav lands in the tenth century on a
`Zionist   plot'!   Though   denounced

by  some  Soviet  newspapers,  these
organisations often function with lit-
tle  hindrance  from  the  authorities
and  create  an  atmosphere  in  which
anti-Semitic  acts  of  vandalism  and
personal violence go unpunished.

How    should   Western    religious
and    human    rights    organisations
respond  to  the  new  situation  in  the
USSR?  A  critical  reading  of  some
publications  would  suggest  that the
first  need  is  for  a  sober  analysis  of
the  situation,  with  a  careful  distinc-
tion  being  made  between  analysis
and  single  issue  `propaganda'.   For
example,      many      activists      have
pointed  to  the  shortcomings  of  the
amended Soviet emigration law, par-
ticularly  its  requirement  of  an  invi-
tation from first degree relatives, its
prohibition  of  emigration  to  those
who   have   allegedly  had   access  to
state  secrets  and  its  insistence  that
parents    remaining    in    the    USSR
should    provide   financial   waivers.
This   leads   to   the   conclusion   that
`the   situation   of   the   Jews   in   the

USSR is rapidly deteriorating'. Now
of   course   these   requirements   are
undesirable  and  are  abused  by  the
Soviet  authorities  to  limit  the  pos-
sibilities  for  emigration.  But  simple
denunciations of g/#s;?os/ as a public
relations    exercise    is    poor    prop-
aganda,  as well as poor analysis at a
time   when   Jewish   emigration   and
emigration in general is running at a
much   higher   rate   than   for   many
years.  It  should  never  be  forgotten
that in the Soviet Union it is a tragic
fact of life that law remains subordi-
nate   to   policy   and   that   ultimately
the    fate    of   would-be    emigrants
depends   upon   the   wishes   of   the
political  elite.

More    problematic   to    the    non-
Jewish  observer is  the  almost  exclu-
sive  focus  on  emigration.  No  less  a
figure  than  Josif Begun  has warned
of  the   danger  that  the   emigration
campaign  is  sometimes  in  danger of
selling short those Jews who wish  to
remain   in   the   USSR.   It   is   of  the
utmost  importiince  that  these  Jews
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should   have   adequate   protection
from   anti-Semitic   sentiments   and
full   freedom   to   explore  their  cul-
tural   and   religious   heritage.   This
would entail a greater concentration
on the rights of Jewish communities
to     open     synagogues    freely,     to
appoint their own  leaders,  to teach
the   faith   to   their   children   unhin-
dered and to organise Hebrew clas-
ses  for  those  who  wish  them,  the
provision      of     adequate     dietary
facilities,  free  contact with their co-
religionists  abroad,  free publication
of   religious    literature    and    legal
recourse  in  the  face  of anti-Semitic
attacks.

Here there would seem to be real
opportunities  for collaboration  bet-
ween  Christians  and  Jews  both  in
the   USSR   and   the  West.   In   the
USSR  there  are  still  mutual  suspi-
cions  to  be  overcome.  Some  Soviet
Christians have not been immune to
traces  of  anti-Semitism,  though  in
practice    Christians    and    Jews    in
Soviet  labour  camps  together  have
often    found    much    in    common.
Anatoly Shcharansky has recounted
how  mutual  suspicion  turned  into
real   friendship   when   he  shared   a
cell   with   Orthodox   believer   Vla-
dimir   Poresh.    In   similar   fashion,
Galya      Zelichonok      and     Tanya
Barinov,   a   Leningrad   Jewess   and
Christian respectively, provided sup-
port for each  other when their hus-
bands were in the same camp.

Outside  the  Soviet  Union  there
has never been greater urgency or a
better   opportunity   for   Christians
and    Jews    to    adopt    a    common
approach.    Christian   leaders   have
often    been    more    outspoken    in
defence  of  the  Jews  in  the  Soviet
Union   than   of   their   own   fellow
believers, whilst it has often seemed
as  if the  Jewish  community  is  unin-
terested   in   the   fate   of  non-Jews.
Now,    with    the   Soviet   leadership
accepting  that  human  and  religious
rights are a legitimate matter for dis-
cussion   between    East   and   West,
should   not   Christian   and   Jewish
leaders  in  this  country  join  in  the
debate  over ways  of helping  Soviet
believers to improve their situation?
Of course,  there  will  be  differences
of emphasis  and  disagreement over
tactics,  but  should  we  not  at  least
make an effort?I-

Dr.  John  Anderson  i.s  cr  Sovz.c/  j'cfca/.c/zcr  c7/
Keslon  College,  Kent,  and teaches  Soviet  poli-
tics  11[   LSE.

IIELIICS

LI.Ill

LOOK OUT!

LOOKING   BACK   ON   MY
life   I   am   now   grateful   for
many  things  I  regarded  with

impatience as silly or sad.
I hated the evacuation,  like most

children   of  my   age,   in   1939.   We
were  pitchforked  from  a  cosy,  sec-
ure   Jewish   world   with   its   warm,
comforting    smells    of    cinnamon,
sweet wine  and gefillte fish into  an
unknown  country  which  was  gen-
tile,   `cold'   and   fearsome.   Under
protest we  ate boiled puddings and
listened  in  bewilderment  to  trinita-
rian prayers in school assemblies.

Back in London during the Blitz,
Jews    and    gentiles    were    literally
blown into  each other and we slept
alongside each other in the shelters.
That  was  where  I  first  came  into
contact with  Christmas - which was
pleasanter  than  I  had  been  led  to
believe - and unfamiliar games like
darts   which    were    delightful    but
dangerous the way I played them.

Later   on   in   life   lack   of  funds
forced   me   to   stray   from   familiar
paths.  I  wanted  to  see  Europe  but
didn't  have  the fare  so  I hitchhiked
through  most  of  the  Western  parts
and a bit of the Eastern part as well.
The  cheapest  place  to  stay - some-
times they cost nothing at all -were
monasteries,  convents  and priories,
all  of  whom  found  a  place  for  me
somewhere.  I was interested in their
accommodation  not  their  spiritual-
ity.  But  after  a  time  that impressed
me  too.  I  had found  a way  into the
non-Jewish religious world.

Still    later    I    journeyed    across
Europe   on   the   cheapest   trains   I
could  find.  They  were  second  class
with  no  couchettes  and  they  ran  at
night.  After being wined  and  dined
in  a  capital  city,  first  class,  I  crept
back to my own country third class.
The    trains    were    crowded    with
Europe's  new  poor,  the  Moroccan
and  Turkish  guestworkers  pouring
into the Ruhr and other dirty bits of

Europe  to  do  the  jobs  no  affluent
European would  touch. That is the
way I got to know Moslems. At the
height of the troubles in the Middle
East  they  were  courteous  and  hos-
pitable  sharing  with  me  their hum-
mus   and  pitta.   I  think  they  must
have   been   like   the   poor   Jewish
workers  flocking  into  the  West  at
the turn of the century.

Now  some people  deprecate  and
deplore  all  this  contact. They think
the   Jewish   `world'   should   be   iso-
lated,  and hermetically sealed from
the  greater  world  of  which  it  is  a
part.   All   sorts   of  bogies  are  con-
jured  up,  such  as  assimilation  and
un-Jewish activities.

Now    Judaism    is    my    religious
home   but   it   is   not   my   religious
prison    and    I    think    one    of   the
greatest     problems     for     modern
Jewry,  and  the  most  dangerous,  is
its unawareness of the world around
it.   Time   and   time   again   this   has
brought disaster. Early Zionist dele-
gates   reconnoitred   Palestine    and
said it was  empty! They did not see
the   reality.   Jewish   meetings  often
end up in monologues not dialogue,
in  which  like  speaks  only  with  like
which is pleasant but futile.

The    Anglo-Jewish    community,
comfortable       with       the       polite
ecumenism of established churches,
woke up very late to the new immig-
rant    religious    communities    from
Asia  and  West  Indian  Pentecostal
groups  which  had  come  to  stay  in
Britain.   It  is  strange  in  retrospect
how   intelligent   and   alert   Jewish
communities never saw what would
happen in Central Europe.

This is a plea, then, against intro-
version.   The   world   is   not   just   a
Jewish  problem.  If we  try  to  see  it
that way we will  get it wrong and it
will be disaster for ourselves and for
many others.

Rabbi  Lionel  Blue  is  cz  we//  47zot4w  bro#c/-
caster and writer as well as being convenor of
the  Beth  Din  of  the  Reform  Synagoglles  of
Great    Britain.    His   latest   book  The   F}lue
Guide  to  the  Here  and  Hereafter,   wr/./fc;I
join[[y   with   Rabbi   Jona[lran   Magone[   will
appear in the late Spring.
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y[sHT]E#h°HHECULT
Dan Mahler

CHAZARAH  BIT'SHUVAH,
returning   in   sincere   repen-
tance to Jewish life and prac-

tice, carried until recently only posi-
tive overtones.  In the last few years
this   has   changed.   It   has  come  to
refer   to   a   phenomenon   in   which
Jews,  most of them young, become
converted   to   a   particular  kind  of
strict  Orthodoxy  often,  in  my view,
through   the   undue   persuasion   of
Orthodox       Jewish       missionaries.
These missionaries have introduced
into  Judaism  a  completely  foreign
dimension  -  namely  that  their  par-
ticular brand of Judaism is the only
true   one,   that   their   task   in   life
should be to persuade others to join
them,    thereby    becoming    `better'
Jews and that  all who stand outside
their   particular   group   are   either
sceptics,   epicureans   or   deniers   of
Judaism.

Many misjudge this trend and fail
to   understand   its   direction.   They
believe,  quite  wrongly,  that  it  is  a
`coming    back    to    our    roots'.     I

respond  to  such  people  by  asking:
Which   roots   do   you   mean?   Are
these  the  real  roots  of  our  nation,
stretching    back    more    than    two
thousand years, or are they only the
roots    of   our    Eastern    European
Diaspora? I find it hard to see much
connection   between   our   roots   as
Am  yz.s7.¢c/  in  our  ancient  land  and
the  extreme  and  particular  religios-
ity      o£      Mea      She'arim      today.
Moreover,  if  the  roots  referred  to
are   indeed   roots   in   the   Diaspora
one  then  needs  to  ask: Which  Dias-
pora       and       why?       Poland      or
Lithuania?    Why    not    Yemen    or
Morocco?

The   black   clothes   and   fox-hair
shtreimels`  the  capota  aLnd  Yiddish
language,  the  blind  and  total  com-
pliance  with  the  instructions  of the
7-cbbc,  which   are  the  hallmarks  of
today's  born-again Jews,  are  all sur-
vivors   of   the   ghettos   of   Eastern
Europe, rather than the inheritance
of the  Jewish  people  in  Israel.  Our
Israelite   ancestors   in   Bible   times
were  farmers  who  dedicated  them-
selves   to   their   land   and   not   to

)Jcs¢z.vo/.  They  worked  for  their  liv-
ing and were not parasites upon the
community.   They    spoke    Hebrew
and not  yz.czdz.sA.  It  is my belief that
they  were  the  ones  who  built  the
framework     and     developed     the
unique    character    of    the    Jewish
people.

Now    one    fine    day,    your    son
becomes   feczrcdz.,   strictly   observant
and   you,   your   close   family   and
friends  are  taken  by  surprise.  How
could    a    boy    of    twenty-two    or
twenty-three,   a  successful   student
with  a  wide  range  of interests,  sud-
denly     make     such     an     extreme
change?   People   might   think   that
your son,  after spending time in lib-
raries   reading   and   studying   Kant,
Buber,   Spinoza,   Maimonides   and
cfeczsz.cZz.c  literature,  came  of his  own
volition    to    the    conclusion    that
feczrcczz.wf  is  the  right  way  of  life  for
him.

Had it actually been like that, you
could   come   to   accept   it.   Liberal
people  who  educate  their  children
with respect for the freedom  of the
individual,  must,  of course,  be pre-
pared for them to choose ways that
they do not agree with.

But  in  many  cases,  it  is  not  like
this. Neither the young man's choice
nor the process by which that choice
was made, are governed by an exer-
cise of his own free will.

It often starts at a point where the
victim,  young  man  or  even  mature
adult,  stands  at  a  crossroads  in  his
life.  Graduating  from  high  school,
separation  from  home  and  friends
during military service, a failed love
affair,  a  breakdown  in  marital  life,
an  upheaval  in  professional  life,  a
grave  illness,  the  death  of  a  loved
one - all such events can mark such
a crossroads. All of a sudden, out of
the blue it seems,  comes the Jewish
missionary.  He  will  not  necessarily
be  dressed  in  his  black  uniform  or
identify himself.  He may adapt him-
self   to   his   surroundings,   wearing
jeans,   sometimes   even   discarding
his kz.ppczfe.  His language will be full
of love, understanding and empathy
for  the   individual   in   his  difficulty,

frustration or despair. For each indi-
vidual  and for each problem he has
solutions and all of them lead to one
destination    -    total    and    uncom-
promising  commitment  to  fec!recJz.wf.
The   Jewish   missionary   does   not
speak     the     same     language     to
everyone.   He  frightens  those  who
can    be    frightened    and    gives    a
pseudo-scientific   lecture   to   those
for whom this is better suited.

To  the  simple  man  who  is  sick  in
hospital he may bring someone who
most  resembles  a  witch  doctor  and
doves   will   be   used   to   effect   an
alleged  cure.  To  the  non-educated
woman he will give a leaflet saving:
`Dear  Jewish  Mother,   medical  sci-

ence  has  proved  that  if you  do  not
obey   the   traditional   m!tzvo/   with
regard  to  the  period  of  menstrua-
tion,   your   chances   of  contracting
cancer   or   other   diseases   of   the
uterus or of having a miscarriage or
of developing nervous disorders will
be   greatly   increased.   If  you  walk
without  head  cover  your  husband
will   experience   inexplicable   stres-
ses,  you  will  lose  your  income  and
your    children    will   grow    imperti~
nent . . . '

To  the  impressionable  teenager,
boy  or girl,  as  well  as  to  the  young
soldier    on    guard    duty    on    the
Lebanese  border,  he  may  issue  an
invitation  to  an  apparently  innocu-
ous  lecture.  `Just  a  talk  on  morals
and    ethics',    he   says.    `Just   some
information on life and its purpose'.
The     Jewish     missionary     is    well
trained and has written instructions.
The    booklet     Petach     Ladofkim
B!.f'sfeztvczfe   (A   Gateway   for  Those
Knocking    at    the    Door   in    Peni-
tence), edited by Joel Schwartz and
published in Jerusalem in  1979, pro-
vides  him  with  a  manual.   In  it  he
finds  classifications  as  to  who  are
the potential candidates for becom-
ing born-again Jews, how to identify
them  and  how  and  when to pursue
the  missionary  process.  There  are
instructions  for   each   stage   of  the
process  and  guide-lines  as  to  what
pressure  to  bring  to  bear  upon  the
candidate  and  lead  him  to  the  ulti-
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mate goal -yesfez.vczfe.  On pages  124-
5,   for   instance,    he   finds   details
about  the  appropriate  steps  to  be
taken    in    schools    or    at    military
camps:    `When    targeting    military
camps and bases, preference should
be given to those which  are near to
the  border  or far  from  a  city,  these
being    places    where    soldiers    are
more likely to listen  ...'

The victim  is then invited to take
part  in  an  advanced  course  in  what
the  missionary  defines  as  Judaism.
Such courses may be undertaken in
special institutes in Tel Aviv or in ad
hoc seminars. The course becomes a
progressive       indoctrination       into
Orthodoxy.   Through    a   series   of
gradual  steps,  the  candidate  is  led
towards  fundamentalist  beliefs.  At
all  times,  he  will  be  enveloped  by
protestations   of  love   and   concern
but   will   actually   be   allowed   only
minimal time to attend to his biolog-
ical  needs  and will  be given  no time
to   think,   read,   evaluate   or  assess
what he has been told.

At  first,  girls  and  boys  may  be
allowed  to  sit  together,  to  dress  as
they    like,    even    to    remain    bare-
headed   but  in   a  short  while,   and
using  highly  sophisticated  methods,
girls   and   boys   are   separated   and
head  covering  commences.  All  this
will  be   accomplished  in   a  manner
which    makes    the    young    people
believe  that they  have chosen  these
particular   steps.    Charismatic   and
trained  speakers  constantly  rotate,
the   lectures   are   overloaded   with
unexplained detail and half truth. A
mixture    of   Jewish    tradition    and
exploitation  of  individual  anxieties
are  woven  together in  a pseudo-sci-
entific  and  superficially  convincing
manner.

A  well~known  opening  for  many
of  these   seminars   is   the   assertion
that  Hebrew,  the  holy  language,  is
the  origin  of  all  other  languages.  I
would  be  insulting  the  intelligence
of my  readers  if I  went  into  details
to  refute   this   assertion.   Suffice  to
say   that   Hebrew   is   not   even   the
source   of  the   other   main   Semitic
languages,    Arabic    and    Aramaic.
But  in  the  course  of  these  lengthy
one-way   seminars   the   victims   are
not  given  time  to  reflect,  let  alone
analyse evidence.

The  next  gambit  is  the  assertion
that  when  God  gave  the  To/-#/?.  He
implanted   in   the   Hebrew   certain
secret   codes   so   that   at   all   future
times,  people  would  be  able  to  be
sure  that  it  was  God who  wr()te  the
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text  personally.  The  Jewish  missio-
mary     selects     Biblical     texts     and
selects    letters   from   within   those
texts  that  make  up  words,  names
and   dates,   proving  that   all  future
events are predicted therein. All the
scholar  has  to  do  is  to  decode  the
text. The missionary pays no regard
to      Biblical      criticism      and      the
development  of  Hebrew  from  the
time of Sinai onwards.

A third approach lies in the use of
gcmc7frz.cz   -   the   application   of   the
fact  that  all  Hebrew  letters  have  a
numerical     value.     Since     ancient
times, Jewish scholars have amused
themselves    with    the    many    pos-
sibilities  that gcmcz/rz.c7 presents.  For
example,       the      rcz/7774£dz.c      saying
`When   the  wine  comes  in,   secrets

come  out',  is  derived  from  the  fact
that   the   numerical   value   of  both
`wine'    and    `secret'   in   Hebrew   is

seventy.   Which   is   interesting   and
amusing  but  no  more.  In  the brain-
washing seminars the Jewish missio-
nary  weaves  all  kinds  of  meanings
and messages, using gcmczfrz.cz to sus-
tain his thesis of divine implantation
of  hidden   meanings   in   the   ro;'#/?
text .

The  Jewish  missionary,  however,
does    not    resti-ict    his    lectures    to
Jewish   sources.    He   will   also   call
upon   science,   especially  where   he
knows   that   this   audience   has   no
knowledge.   He  will  refute  carbon
dating   evidence   by   making   state-
ments  such  as  `We  have  proof that
the   rate   of  isotopic  breakdown   is
not    uniform    throughout    history.
Therefore one cannot draw any con-
clusions   from   carbon   dating   with
regard  to  the  age  of  the  earth  and
the   false   assertion   that   it   is  more
than   5748   years   old!'   Moshe   M.
Tropp   raised   the   Carbon-14   issue
and  quotes  an  article  by  one  D.  J.
Huntley   in    the   /OWJ.#fl/   o/  /J.J.ap-
rodLicible  Results  (vof . 2.6` p'ages 13~
14)  to  support  his  thesis.  The  non-
specialist  reader or listener unfamil-
iar   with   academic   literature   could
not  possibly  knov\r  that  this  particu-
lar  journal  is  one  of  the  comics  of
the  scientific  library,  a  collection  ()f
scientific jokes and humorous fakes!

What   I   am  saying  is  that  many
exponents  of the  /cs/7£/t;#/?  cult  have
more  in  common  with  practitioners
of  cults   in   the   United   States   and
Europe than with sober and authen-
tic  Jewish   teachers.   I   believe   that
this movement is even more danger-
ous  to  young  Jews  than  these  other
cults  because  they  are  more  readily

susceptible.  Once  hooked,  so  many
move inexorably from seminars and
institutes   to   certain   }Jcs/1;.vo/   and
thence   into   marriage   to   a   fellow
born-again   Jew.   From   there   they
will  go   to   an   anti-  or  non-Zionist
ko/c/,  a  seminary  for  married  men.
and into a fundamentalist, fanatical,
close-minded    ghetto.    There    they
will be led and supervised by one of
a   particular   group   of   rabbis   and
their   chances   of   ever   finding   the
road  back  to  the  light  of  the  twen-
tieth   century   is   remote.   I   accept
without  reserve  the  right  of people
to    choose    this    way    of   life    and
thought, however sti.ange I may find
it.    It   is,   however,   my   contention
that  many  never  actually  choose  it
for themselves at  all.

A Closing Comment
The   Knesset   has   attempted   to

look  at  the  issue  of cults  and  nomi-
nated     a     special     committee     of
enquiry,    the   Ta'assa-Glazer   Com-
mittee.  However,  pressure  from  the
religious parties in  Israel, supported
from  Brooklyn,  New York,  ensured
that  the  most  dangerous  cult  of all,
the cult that I have been describing,
was excluded from the list of organi-
sations to  be investigated.

What  I  find  totally  astonishing  is
the  financ.ing  of  the  hundred  or  so
institutions         and        organisations•irIVofved    .\n    chazarah    bit'shuvah.

For,  not only does financial  support
come    from    the    Government    of
Israel  but  it  also  comes  in  substan-
tial   measure  from   donations  from
Jewish    communities    all    over   the
world,  many  of  them  Conservative
and   Reform.    Not   only   does   this
money    support    the   );cs/7/.t;o/   and
their   seminars   but,   by   definition,
strengthens   those   committed   to   a
total  rejection  of pluralism  and  any
co-operation        with        the        non-
Orthodox    sector    of    the    Jewish
world. This  way  of life  and  thought
which is totally alien to the majority
of Jews  is actually financed substan-
tially by those Jews to whom  it  is so
alien.  Why  do  we  inside  Israel  and
our fellow Jews in the Diaspora con-
tinue   to   tolerate   and   support   this
dangerous  and  insidious  missionary
movement    th£`t   negates   so    much
that    true   Jewisli    tradition    stands
for?I

Dr.     Dan    Mahler    //.i'('`5`    /./I     /s7-/I('/    /i/if7    f..`'    (I
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T**i**_{*T
I WAS A NIGGI:R I]OVER AMONG TIIE

IN       1964       WE       TURNED
Mississippi    around!    There    is
great  satisfaction  in  being  able

to    look    back    on    a    measurable
achievement.  Prior to that long, hot
summer  the  approximately  900,000
blacks  constituting  more  than  one-
third  of the  population  of the  state
of Mississippi  were  not  only  totally
segregated   and   frequently   abused
but also had been effectively denied
the right to vote. The national Civil
Rights  Act  of  1963  gave  additional
legal support to those who sought to
bring about change but bigotry and
discrimination  persisted.  Lynchings
and  killings  were  the  lot  of  many
who   participated   in   the   struggle.
Among   those    murdered   in    1963
were   Andrew   Goodman,   Michael
Schwerner     and     James     Chaney.
Andy   and   Michael   were   Jewish,
James was black.  Eligible black vot-
ers   were   denied   the   franchise   by
impossibly    difficult    literary    tests
under state  law and by striking fear
into  those  bold  enough  to  seek  to
take those tests.

The   focus   of   oui-   campaign   in
1964   was   on   this   central   issue   of
voter     registration.     We     judged,
rightly,  as  it  turned  out,  that  regis-
tering black voters would be a blow
to  Jim  Crow,  would spell  the begin-
ning  of the  end  of segregation  with
its   consequent   inferior   education
and   job   opportunities   and   would
even   bring   about   the   election   of
blacks to municipal and state office.

The  struggle  in  Mississippi  came
under  the  direction  of  COFO,  the
Council of Federated  Organisations
largely  under youthful  black  leader-
ship.  The  participation  of  northern
college  students  in  the  project  dur-
ing     the     summer    of     1964    was
organised   by   the   Commission   on
Race   and   Religion  of  the   (Protes-
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tant) National Council of Churches.
In  Cleveland  we  had  organised  an
Emergency     Committee     of     the
Clergy   on   Civil   Rights,   which   I
served   as   chairman.   When   Andy
Goodman and his fellow volunteers
disappeared,  we  didn't  believe  they
would   ever  be  found   alive.  Tragi-
cally  we  were  correct.   I  later  had
the  unhappy  experience  of  addres-
sing  the  memorial  service  held  in
New York to honour them.  `Beauti-
ful and pleasant. . . were they in their
lives  and  in  their  death  they  were
not separated'.  I put my name on  a
`maybe'  list.  The  `maybe'  indicated

that if the call should come and if it
could be shown that my presence in
Mississippi would be useful, I would
be  willing  to  join  those  who  were
carrying   on   the   work   for   which
those   three   young   men   had   sac-
rificed  their  lives.  My  `maybe'  was
converted  into  a  clear  affirmation
when    the    call    came    from    the
National Council telling us that help
was    needed    by    the    Hattiesburg
Ministers'    Project   in   their   voter-
registration  drive.  They  would  wel-
come some  Cleveland clergymen  to
serve  as  minister-counsellors  to  the
young  men  and  women  who  were
volunteer workers in the project.

We  were  to  report  to  Memphis
for    intensive    orientation.    There
were   six   of   us   and   my   five   col-
leagues  drove  eighteen  hours  to  be
there  on  time.  Our  orientation  was
conducted  by  Grady  Pollai-d,  a  bril-
liant  young  black  staff  member  of
the   National   Council.    Under   his
leadership,  we  began  to  learn  what
to      expect      in      Mississippi.      We
reviewed James Silver's book about

the  situation  into  which we were to
enter, titled The  Closed Society. We
learned  what  was  being  done  even
then  by  COFO  volunteers  already
working  in  Mississippi  and  number-
ing  almost  a  thousand,  staffing  the
Freedom  Schools open to blacks of
all   ages   and   canvassing   house-to-
house to make blacks fully aware of
their voting  rights,  now guaranteed
by   the   national   government,   and
preparing   them   for   the   task   of
registration.  Unbelievably,  registra-
tion  was  a  task  challenging  to  the
point       of      being       frighteningly
intimidating.  To  register  to  vote  in
Mississippi  at  that  time  one  had  to
take  an  examination.  The  registrar
was the sole judge as to whether the
applicant  passed  or  failed.  A  black
applicant who had courageously by-
passed   warnings   and   road-blocks
and had come to register was almost
certain  to fail. The intervention  and
supervision  of the  Federal  Govern-
ment's   Justice   Department   agents
aided  us  in  our  effort  to  help  them
pass. Why were the examinations so
difficult?   They   were   rigged   with
trivialities.   Have  you  written  your
full  name  and the  date correctly?  If
not,   you   fail   automatically.    How
long have you lived in Mississippi.  If
the   applicant   says   `all   my   life'   or
doesn't  state  the  exact  number  of
years  the  result  is  again  automatic
failure.  A host  of such tricks was  in
the   armament   of   the   examiners,
who would then give the applicant a
copy  of  the  Mississippi  State  Con-
stitution  and  require  him  or  her  to
copy verbatim a section of that con-
stitution and then to interpret it in a
written paragraph in  his or her own
words.   The   registrar   would   then
rule as to the reasonableness of that
interpretation.

Mississippi,   we   learned,   was   in
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1964   in    almost   every   respect,    a

police state.
The  Sheriff  of  each  county  was

the  law.  He  exercised  the power  of
life and death over those who came
under his jurisdiction. This denial of
freedom  extended  to  whites  as well
as  to  blacks.  No  white  person  was
free     to     support    the    legitimate
citizenship aspirations of the blacks.
No white person was free to regard
blacks as his equals.

When   we   found   it   difficult   to
understand the kind of harrassment
we  would  have  to  face,  Grady  Pol-
lard   introduced   the   technique   of
role-playing.  To  our  colleague,  the
distinguished    black    minister,    Dr.
Donald   Jacobs,   he   said   `You   sit
here.     Now     you     are     in     your
automobile   and   I'm   a   policeman
who has just stopped you'.

`Let  me see  your licence',  Grady,

in the role of policeman, said.
`Say  `sir'  when  you  speak  to  me,

nigger.  We  don't  like  nigger  minis-
ters down here'.

Grady's           dramatic           ability
frightened   even   us,   although   we
thought   he   was   over-dramatising.
Donald Jacobs could not bring him-
self to  say  `sah'  even  in  a  role-play-
ing situation.

We  were  soon  to  learn  that  the
enactment     of     what     we     might
encounter   exactly   replicated    inci-
dents  that  were  to  befall  us  in  the
next few days.

We were enjoined to refrain from
violence  in  any  form  and  we  were
taught  some  techniques  of non~vio-
lence -for example, how to assume
the   foetal   position   bringing   one's
legs  up  to  one's  chin  to  protect  the
tender parts  of one's  body  and  take
all blows on one's back. I was to find
that  this  was  easy  to  learn  but  dif-
ficult to apply when you were stand-
ing   between   attackers   and   young
people    who    were    dependent   on
you.

The   insistence   on   non-violence
was     not     the     result     of    pacifist
idealism  but  a necessary  and practi-
cal  precaution.  `In  Mississippi',  said
Mrs.    Elliot   Weinberger,   a   young
COFO  leader,  `if  they  want  to  kill
you   then  they  will  be   able  to  kill
you.  Indeed, it is possible that some
among   you   will   not   leave   Missis-
sippi alive. If, therefore, you cannot
take  and  abide  by  a  pledge  of non-
violence you had better leave now'.

But  the  tensions  were  eased  by a
saving   sense   of   humour   and   the
cameraderie    among    us.    We    told
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jokes and buoyed up our spirits with
witticisms,    like   the   story   of   the
black    minister    in    Chicago    who
received  word   that  his  brother  in
Mississippi was dying and had called
for him to come to his bedside. The
minister fell  on  his  knees  in  prayer,
`Lord',   he   said,   `1   must   go   down

into Mississippi.  Go with me,  Lord,
be at my side!' A heavenly voice -a
bczf ko/ -was  heard  then.  `1  will  go
with you son',  it said,  `1 will go with
you.   But  only  as  far  as  Memphis,
Tennessee'.

We  left  Memphis  the  next  morn-
ing   for   the   drive   to   Hattiesburg,
stopping    when    necessary    within
black  communities  where  we  were
hospitably   received   and   relatively
safe.  South of Canton we ran into a
road-block     where     a     Mississippi
State Trooper  checked  our  driver's
licence and shortly after that we had
to  stop  to  fill  up  with  petrol  and
looked  uneasily  at  the  rural  charac-
ters  sitting  outside  the  cabin  of the
service  station.  Donald Jacobs who
was  sitting  next  to  me  in  the  back
seat, turned to me and said, `Arthur,
I'm  trying  to  look just  as white  as  I
can, .

We  arrived  in  Hattiesburg  with-
out untoward  incident and we were
bedded down in a makeshift dormit-
ory behind a retail establishment on
Mobile   Street  in  the  heart  of  the
black    ghetto    area.    We   felt   safe
there,    although    during    the    first
night  we  were  awakened  by  shouts
and  gun-fire  -  a  group  of night-rid-
ers  careering  past  in  their  cars  and
taking  a  few  pot-shots  -  intended
most  likely  to  frighten  us  and  warn
us off.  In any case, they did no dam-
age  other than  a few bullet-holes in
the already dilapidated walls.

We  were  soon  introduced  to  our
`team' - the  young  COFO  workers

and  the  adult  teachers who formed
the   Hattiesburg  contingent  of  the
voter  registration  project.  It  is  sig-
nificant   that   fully   twenty-five   per-
cent  of  the  workers  in  Hattiesburg
were  Jewish.  Most  of them  I  found
came       from       non-religious       or
peripherally    Jewish    homes.     But
their  presence   in   disproportionate
numbers  testified,  I  am  convinced,
that  Jewish  values  are  transmitted
from generation to generation, even
where   there   are   lapses   of   obser-
vance   ()r   synagogue   participation.
Somehow      the      injunction,      `the
stranger  you  shall  not  oppress,  for
you   know   the   very   being   of   the
stranger, seeing that you were stran-

gers in  the  land  of Egypt', manages
to effect the carry-over of the values
it    represents,    even    beyond    the
retention of the words.

Half  of  our  task  was  canvassing
with  the  young  people  to  educate
and  enroll  black  voters.  The  other
half   was   to   make   contacts   with
white   clergy   and   with   the   white
community.  Dutifully, then,  I began
the  effort  to  `seek  my  brethren'.   I
telephoned    two    ex-presidents    of
Hattiesburg's only Jewish congrega-
tion.  Both of them professed not to
know the name of the current presi-,
dent. The  incumbent rabbi  was out-
of-town.   I  went  to  the  synagogue
and  found  it  empty  with  all  three
doors       locked.       Evidently,       the
Sfecc/7z.#czfe     had     left     Hattiesburg
along  with   Rabbi   Charles  Martin-
band  who  had  laboured  for  eight
years  to  break  through  the  barriers
of   segregation   -   American   apar-
theid -in Hattiesburg.

Planning   a   Jewish   Sabbath   ser-
vice  to  be  held  in  a  Negro  Baptist
church,  I  finally  reached the pc7r#czs
of the synagogue and sought to bor-
row some  prayer books.  He would,
he told me sententiously, be obliged
to  consult  with  his  Board  of Trus-
tees.   I  was  ignored  by  the  Jewish
community   even   after   I   was   hos-
pitalised.   The   sole   exception   was
one  courageous  individual  whom  I
had  met  at  a  B';7¢i.  8'/././/7  retreat  in
Meridian,   Mississippi,   some   years
earlier  -  where  I  had  spoken  and
conducted discussions along with AI
Vorspan  on  civil  rights  -  and  who
braved  the  `no visitors'  sign  and  the
July  heat  to  bring  me  a  copy of the
Union   Prayer  Book   for  the   High
Holydays.  It  was  an  act  of compas-
sion  and  solidarity that would seem
trivial  except  in  the  pervading  hate
and fear in Hattiesburg at that time.

We  did  our  canvassing  for  three
mornings.   We   patiently   rehearsed
the   answers   to   questions   and   the
most effective way to respond to the
pressures      of      the      examination.
Everywhere in the black community
we   were   received   with   kindliness,
understanding     and     appreciation.
The   hostility   of  our   fellow-whites
was  more  than  compensated  by  the
friendship,   even   the   affection,   of
the  blacks.

Many   of   those   we   visited   had
been  turned  away  again  and  again
but   intended   to   continue   to   seek
their right to vote.

The   third   day   we   had   a   good
Con[imied  (]ii  iiiige  14
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luDIAISM
AS A SPIRITUAL LANGUAGE:

A JEWISH  MYSTICISM  FOR OUR AGE

0NE   OF   THE   GREAT
tragedies     of    Judaism    in
modem   times   is   the   fre-

quent  depiction  of  our  religion  as
one  empty  of,  or  even  inimical  to,
the profundities  of individual religi-
ous   experience.    Our   inability   to
speak       without       embarrassment
about  the  inward  and  indeed  inti-
mate  aspects  of  our  faith  has  led
more  than  a  few  seeking  souls  to
believe   that   this   tradition   has   no
place   for   them,   that   there   is   no
more   here   than  empty  ceremony,
attachment  to  the  past  and  ethnic
identification.   In  more  cases  than
we  would  like  to  admit,  such  seek-
ers  h2ive  turned  elsewhere  to  find
the  face  of  God.  The  philosopher
Franz    Rosenzweig,    who    himself
returned  to   intense  Judaism  from
the  brink  of  conversion,  is  said  to
hfive  quipped  that we lose  some  of
our   `best'   Jews.    as   well   as   our
`worst' ones, through conversion.

A Jewish hesitancy to speak pub-
licly  about the  deeper mysteries  of
faith   is   nothing   new   to   modem
times. The Mz.sfe#czfe  already warned
Jews in the second century CE th2it
certain subjects had best not be dis-
cussed  in public  and  that the  re2ilm
of  visionary  experience  should  be
taught only individually and to  one
who was both wise and already pos-
sessed  of  an  intuitive  openness  to
such  matters.  Jews  in  post-Biblical
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times   have   always   believed   that
there   is   a   certain   immodesty   in
going about speaking in the first per-
son  of  one's  own  religious  experi-
ences.  The  greatest  works  of  our
mystical  tradition  veil  such  discus-
sion  in  descriptions  of the  anci.ents,
or even claim entirely to have been
composed  by  those  who  lived  long
before   their   actual   authors.   Ger-
shoin Scholem, the greatest modern
scholar  of Jewish  mysticism,  noted
that Jewish  literature is remarkably
devoid  of  personal  `confessions'  or
mystical    diaries    in    which    such
experience is described directly.

At    the    same    time,    however,
Judaism was possessed of a rich voc-
abulary,   however   modestly   used,
for   discussion   of   religious   states.
Anyone  who  has  delved  into  the
devotional    classics    produced    by
Jews in the later Middle Ages or the
teachings   of   the   East   European
cfeczsz.dz.c  masters  cannot  but  marvel
at  the  sophisticated  understanding
of religious  psychology  and inward~
ness  to  which  those  works  attest.
Descriptions abound of the types of
religious love, the nature of ecstasy,
the  rungs  of inward  prayer`  and  so
forth.  Only  in  modern  times  have
these,   too,   seemed   to   disappear

from the Jewish vocabula.ry. Jews in
the  West  were  too  busy  with  the
business of emancipation  and prog-
ress  to look backward  into  the pro-
fundities    of    their    own    spiritual
roots.  Their  search  was  to  create  a
Judaism  that  was  `up-to-date'  and
consonant      with      the      scientific
worldview,  a  goal  hardly  conducive
to   the   study   of  mystical   sources.
Among Jews in EaLstern Europe and
the   Near   East,   communities   that
had  long  served  as  deep  re`servoirs
of spiritual  teaching.  modern  times
witne`ssed an atrophying of the crea-
tive   energies   that   are   constantly
needed to maintain the freshness of
such te€ichings. Just zis innovation in
religious   practice   became   klrgely
frozen in response to fe€lrs of reform
and assimilation, so did the vocabul-
ary of the spirit come to be €lrrested
somewhere  in  the   eighteenth  cen-
tury,  umible  to  release  itself  from
old  philosophical  or  k¢bb¢/7.L?/z.c  ter-
minology  that  no  longer  bore  the
power of conviction.

There is  no more  urgent task for
contemporary Judflism than the cre-
ation  of  a  religious  language   thiit
will speak both profoundly and hon-
estly  to  Jews  in  our  time.  Students
of perception  have  long  noted  the
deep   relationship   that   exists   bet-
ween the categories of our langu21ge
and   the   range   of   our   flbility   to
experience the universe in which we



live.  We  `see'  as  many  graduations
of `blue' as we can name; variations
more    subtle    than    our    language
escape     our     mind's      eye.     The
mycologist  who  walks  through  the
forest after a rain, armed with a rich
vocabulary  for  the   description   of
mushrooms,  experiences  a  richness
of life in that form which most of us
would  blithely  ignore.  So  too  with
the life of the spirit. Jews and others
who have the language to talk about
such matters will be better equipped
to open themselves to them.

Such  a  language  will  have  to  be
deeply   rooted   in   the   sources   of
Judaism  in  order  to  speak  with  a
profound  voice.  As  we  have  said,
the elements of such expression are
richly to be found in our traditional
literature.  But  in  order  to  remain
feo#csf,  another  important  require-
ment  for the  `best'  of our  contem-
porary seekers, those of us who use
that language will have to maintain
a  dual  relationship  to  it.  We  who
have  studied  religion  critically  and
comparatively but who  also seek to
rejuvenate our spiritual lives within
Judaism, will have to be both `insid-
ers' and `outsiders' to our own religi-
ous   language.   To   understand  this
dual  role   and  its   appropriateness,
some   basic  questions   of  theology
will have to be examined.

We begin  our theological deliber-
ation   with    a   deceptively   simple-
seeming    question:    what    does    it
mean    to    be    a   religious    human
being?  Our  question  is  asked  from
the        st&ndpoint        of       religious
humanism,   the  belief  that  a  faith
commitment has a vital role to play
in   the   human   conduct   of   world
affairs.    What    difference    does    it
make in our worldview`  attitude,  or
behaviour  that  we  choose  to   call
ourselves .religious'?

The theology that emanates from
this   basic   question   takes   humans
and  the  realm  of  personal  experi-
ence,  rather  than  God  and  the  ori-
gins  of  nature  as  its  starting  point.
The position it assumes is thus to be
described as  `existential',  beginning
with the reality ()f human existence.
This term should also be taken in its
other sense: there are life and death
issues at stake in the basic questions
of  religion.   Life   without   hope   of
ultimate  meaning  is  not  worth  Itv-
ing. At the same time, this theologi-
cal appro€lch takes universal human
questions     rather    than     uniquely
Jewish  ones  as  its  point  of  depar-
ture.  The   great  Jewish   theologies

have always sought to deal with uni-
versal    questions    of   human   exis-
tence.  The  ¢77swcrL9  such  theologies
provide  are of course rooted in the
Jewish tradition and speak the very
particular language of Judaism. But
the     gz/csfz.o#s     to     which     these
answers  are  addressed  are  those  of
all humanity.

Our   question    also   implies    an
assumption, or an article of faith, if
you will: we claim that the religious
is a specific and irreducible element
of human experience. It can neither
be  wholly  accounted  for  by  social
scientific explanations nor can it be
explained   away   by   reference   to
other aspects  of human  experience
extrinsic to its own self-understand-
ing.   Such   a   claim   clearly  implies
that moderns who have understood
themselves  in  `secular'  terms  over
the  course  of  the  past  century  or
more have cut themselves off from
an ancient and previously all-perva-
sive  aspect  of  human  experience.
This area of human activity, defined
broadly  as  `spiritual  quest',  `search
for God' or `religious devotion', rep-
resents  humanity  at  its  most  noble
and profound; seeking to live in the
presence  of  that  which  transcends
us makes us most fully human.

The   cfeczsz.czj.c   sources   -   of   the
early   days,   before   cAcrsz.cZz.sJ77   took
on  the  role  of  defending  the  tradi-
tion - bespeak  a notion  of czcr'c7f or
`awareness'   as   a   central   edifying

value   of  religious   life.   The   early
cfocrsz.cZz.c master, like his counterpart
in  other traditions  of mystical  mas-
ter/disciple  instruction,  saw himself
as a teacher of spiritual wakefulness
and awareness. In this he is differen-
tiated from  both  the rabbi, .teacher
and  arbiter  of religious  praxis,  and
the  earlier kc7bbcr//.s/7.c master,  trams-
mitter of esoteric love. The cfeczsz.c7z.c
teacher rather seeks to use the tradi-
tion  and  its  language  as  a resource
for the culitivation of the inner life.
It  is  this  task  which  he  sees  as  the
very core of re+ig\on.  Religion is  the
cultivation  of  an  awareriess  that  we
li`!e  in  relation  to  the  transcendent.
The   life   of   the   religious   person
insofar as it is authentically that -is
a  life  lived  in  constant  striving  for
this  awareness  and  in  response  to
the  demands  made  by  it.  All  the
institutions,   practices,   beliefs   and
tabocts   of  religion   are,   from   this
point  of  view,  centred  around  that
awareness.

Every  day  in  the  life  of  a  pious
Jew  is  filled  with  the  recitation  of

blessings.  Each  of  these  is,  ideally
speaking, an opening of the heart to
the  `eternal Thou',  a reaching forth
to  embrace the transcendent in  the
intimacy    of   familiar   form.    The
Jewish  restrictions  on  eating  are  to
serve  as  an  aid  to  consideration  of
the  dining  table  as  a  sacred  altar,
one at which fulfillment of our most
basic  and  animal-like  need is trans-
formed into an act of religious devo-
tion and awareness. The cycle of life
and  the  cycle  of  the  Jewish  year
both exist to lend us this awareness
with  a  richness  of variety that may
be seen as highly sensitive to human
need.

The  actual   experience  of  trans-
cendence is both the beginning and
end  of  this  search  for  awareness.
Experience,    even    of    the    most
defined or inchoate sort, is the start-
ing point of religion. Without some
taste of transcendence we would not
have patience for the great demands
that religious discipline makes upon
us; we would not see light at the end
of  the  tunnel  had  we  not  known
some light at the outset. The search
is  at one level  the attempt to make
constant,   or   at   least   regular,   in
human life a level of insight that has
already existed in moments of spon-
taneous flash. This is called in bibli-
c`al  l`a:nguage   lema'an   tizkeru.   `so
that  you  remember'.  You  peform
the   commandments,    or   live   the
religious life, so that you remember
that `1 am the Lord thy God'. Wc ¢7'c
commanded to recreate by means of
disciplinary   regimen  the   awareries`s
that  hacl   orice  been   g.iven   us   in   a
moment of divine grace. The reaLhisaL~
tion  that  life  is  studded  with  such
moments   is   the    gift   granted   in
retrospect   to   the   one   who    has
walked far along the path.

What  are  the  moments  of  such
grace in  our lives? The truth is that
no one can recount them for anyone
but him  or herself. They may c()me
in encounters with birth or death, in
exhilaration  or  in  reaction  to  great
trauma.     For    many    they    come
primarily  in  the  context  of  human
relations,   especially   in   the   sh2ired
intimacies of the loving relationship
with  a  single  other.   Some  experi-
ence moments of that special  open-
ness primarily in nature, standing in
silent  witness  to  sunrises,   sunsets,
stars, mountains and water. The spe-
cial   qualities   of  the   in()ming   and
evening changes of light seem to be
evocative  of  such  feelings  as  th()se
who  made  these  our  daily  prayei.-



times must have known so well. The
point  is  that  evcryo;3e has  had  such
experiences though usually we have
not   labelled   them    as    `religious'.
Moments of awesome awareness of
transcendence   are   a  vital   part   of
that which makes us human.

Thus   far,   no   ontological   claims
have been made, no mention of the
`existence'  of God  or of the  objec-

tive reality of a realm transcendent
to   the   universe   as   we   generally
know it.  Our expcrz.c%ce of transcen-
dence  remains  an  aspect of human
experience;   our  claims   remain   in
the   realm   of   shared   subjectivity
rather  than  in  that  of  objectivL`  or
scientific truth.

Speaking about the religious real-
ity  `in  itself',  fully  cognizant  of the
philosophical  impossibilities  of that
task,  we  remain  somewhat uncom-
fortable    with    the    English    word
`God'. This  term,  rooted  as  it  is  in

Germanic  paganism,  does  little  to
express   our   personal   reality.  The
Hebrew   name,   written   consonan-
tally Y-H-W-H, goes a lot further. It
can  be  taken perhaps mz'd7.cz`gfez.ca//y,
as  an  arrested  form  of the verb  `to
be',  an  impossible  conflate  of  that
verb   in   all   its   tenses   at   once.   It
refers to  all that was,  all that is,  all
th.at will  be,  taken  poised  amid col-
lective   singular   motion.   Y-H-W~H
is,   in   short,   all   of  being,   but   so
unified    and    concentrated    as    to
become    B?ing.    This    is    a    deity
beyond   naming,   one  that  fills   all
names   as   the   soul   fills   the  body,
transcending   them    all    as   it   fills
the;in.  1{  is  none  other  than  the  uni-
verse, yet it bespeaks a vision of that
universe  so   utterly  transformed  by
integration and unity as to appear to
us  as  indeed `o{her',  a mirror  of the
universe's  `self  that  becomes  Univer~
scz/ Sc//`.  It is beyond the experience
of our ordinary mind, even beyond
articulation  in  any  language  except
that of the mythmaker or poet, and
yet  it  is  none  `other'  than  we  our-
selves  and  the  world  in  which  we
live,   transformed   as   part   of   the
transcendent vision.

Such  a  religious viewpoint is that
of  mystic  and  mituralist  at  once.  It
demands  no  `leap  of faith'  as  does
the  miracle-working   deity  of  con-
ventional      Western      theism.       It
requires  rather a .leap of conscious-
ness',   an   openness   to   considering
the   possibility  of  €i  universe   more
whole,   more   beziutiful,   Inore   per-
fect than the ordinary well-guarded
mind  coiild  ever  allow.   It  calls  for

the sort  of mind that can see  Eden
in  our own  backyard,  that  can feel
the  presence  of  Sinai  on  an  `ordi-
nary'   Tuesday   afternoon   or   can
make almost anywhere into a Prom~
ised  Land.   Not  faith  but  visz.ct7t  is
what   such   a  religion   demands;   it
does  not  call  upon  us  to  bGJz.ct;c  in
the prophets, but rather to develop
the  prophetic  consciousness  in  our-
selves.

The  roots  of  this  rather  radical
theological     formulation     can     be
traced   in   cfec!sz.cZz.s777.   The   masters
spoke  of the  universe  as  the  `garb-
ing'  of  God,  of  divinity  as  a  spirit
that  flows  through  and  fills  all  the
worlds  just  as  it  transcends  them.
One tradition  describes reality as  a
cosmic   aJcp%,   a   single   One   com-
posed of two letters }Jod joined by a
t;¢v. Think of the form  of a printed
a/cpfe.  The  two )/ode are the  divine
mind   and   the   human   mind,   two
aspects of or levels of consciousness
in  the  single  One.  They  are  both
linked and separated by the vcrv, the
principle of both flow and division.
Another school of cfeczsz.cZz.s77t speaks
of an  ongoing  dance  of self-discov-
ery between two aspects of the same
divine self,  one that `fills' the world
and  the  other  that  `surrounds'  or
transcends  it.   Only  as  the  buman
mind  becomes  the setting  in  which
these eternal two discover their one-
ness is the purpose of human life ful-
filled.

A sense  of mystery  and  ultimate
ineffability  is  much  of  what  these
formulations   have   to   offer.   Once
the  human  mind  opens  itself  to  a
higher  state  of  being7  it  comes  to
realise that there are in fact infinite
levels  to  be  attained,  rung  beyond
rung,  depth  within  depth,  without
limit    and    without    definition.    A
religious  language  that  is  to  have
any power must be evocative of this
endless and mysterious reality with-
out claiming to exhaust or even fully
comprehend it.

I  am  suggesting  that  the  best  of
mystical   religious  teaching  can  be
separated  from  the  more  simplistic
theism  with  which  it  has  generally
been    associzited    in    the   Western
mind. The marriage between theism
and   mysticism   has   always   been   a
tense  one,  the  mystic  ever  seeking
to   break   down   walls   where   the
theist sought to build them  up. The
mystics'  insights  can  in  our  dziy  be
lnore   harmoniously   wedded   to   a
naturalistic`      thcology`      one      that
shzlres  with  mysticism  an  unwilling-

ness to make sharp separations bet-
ween  divine  and  human  conscious-
ness, between the existence of God
and  existence  itself. The  insights  of
mysticism will be a vital addition to
natural  theology,  saving  it  from  its
classic  pitfalls  of  shallowness,  self~
assuredness and inability to provide
sufficiently   rich  mythic  ground  in
which to sow the seeds of a demand-
ing life  of religious practice.  Ritual
without   myth   is   empty;   for   the
naturalist  to  create  and  appreciate
myth,  a  sense  of  mystery  and  ulti-
mate   ineffability   will   have   to   be
restored to naturalistic religion. It is
this that the mystic has to offer.

But,   `in  the  end',  you  want  to
know,   `does  this  fellow  believe  in
God?' Are his careful formulations
merely evasive  and, if so, what is it
that he is trying to avoid saying?

The figure of God as convention-
ally  imaged  by  religion  is  a  human
projection.    The    person    on    the
throne,  to  paraphrase  one  surpris-
ingly radical cfoczsz.d!.c formulation, is
there  because  we   put  him   there.
There would be  no  God-figure had
we  not  created  or  projected  it.  In
this sense, such a view can be called
nonbelief.  But we who create `God'
are  also  created  by  God,  creatures
of  a  natural  world  that  is  itself  a
multi-coloured   garbing   of   divine
glcjry. The search for Gocl, including
the   projectiorl   of  our   own   images
onto  the  divine,  i`s  the  most  ennobl-
ing of human activities, cnd the real-
ity   and   irreducibility   of   religious
experience are beyond question.  In
this we are faithful to what seems to
be   the   truest   essence   of  religion
throughout its history.

Here  we  must  involve  ourselves
in  a  deep  subtlety  of  religious  lan~
guage, in order that our position be
quite  clear.  All  the  images through
which   we   depict   the   divine,   bo/fe
personal     (ind     nori-personal.    'a:Ie
human creations. The reality toward
which    we    are    reaching   through
those  images is entirely real.  It is in
fact the essence of reality itself.  But
its nature is so subtle, the manner of
its  existence  so  profound,  that  it  is
only  by  means  of projected  images
that  we  can  address  it.  In  fact  the
words  .essence.,  `nflture`,  zind  `exis-
tence'  in  the  proceeding  sentences
are  all  quite  inadequate  and should
really be surroundecl with  quot€ition
marks.  The  `core`  of  life  is,  in  the
language  of k¢6/7ct/;.`s`r`s,  `Nothingt,  a

profound  emptiness  that  paradoxi-
cally contains  all of reality within it.



Only by taking a single element from
within that rec[lity and turning it into
a symbol may we evoke the profun-
dity that allows us {o cast a beain of
light  on  that  great  blank  screen,  if
you will,  that  surrounds  all  of exis-
tence.  `God'  is  in  that  sense  a  sym-
bol,  a human creation that we need
to use in order to illunrinate for our-
selves,  however  inadequately,  some
tiny portion of the irfinite mystery. 1
call    that    mystery    `divine',    not
because of the objective knowledge
about  it,  of which  I  am  quite  inno-
cent, but because all my attempts at
an  encounter with  it evoke in me a
feeling   of   an   awesome   presence,
one  that  can  only  be  described  in
the language of religion. As I stand
`outside'  my  religious  vocabulary,  I

know full well that `God' is a human
projection.  But as I seek to rise to a
level  of  consciousness  beyond  that
of  my  prosaic  and  `weekday'  lan-
guage,  I  know in  the  depths  of my
being  that  saying  c7cZo7z¢z.  in  prayer,
as substitute for Y-H-W-H, the mys-
terious    and    unutterable   Hebrew
name  is  as  close  as  I  can  come  to
naming alid addressing the inexpres-
sible mystery of life.

This    theological    position,    like
every  abstract  theology  in  our  his-
tory,  is  faced  by  a  dual  challenge:
does  your  theology work  devotion-
ally i.e. can you pray to such a God?
and   is   your   theology    essentially
Jewish?  One  cannot  but  feel  here
the weight of such questions as they
were to Maimonides or to Hermann
Cohen.  Remember Cohen's father's
piercing   quip:   `But   where   is   the
God of Abraham?. To both of these
we   can   truthfully   answer   with   a
resounding   `Yes!'   But   both   such
affirmations  require  some  explana-
tion.

Our awareness that  all  images  of
God  are  human  projections should
not   keep   us  from  turning  inward
and  reaching  toward  psychological
depths   that   cannot   be   addressed
without  emotion.  The  way  to  God
leads through our deepest and most
pained emotional selves and cannot
detour around them. Since our emo-
tional      lives      are      created      and
developed through encounters with
other  human   figures`   we  need  in
some  part  to   approach   the  inner
work of religious transformation by
c()nfronting  such  an   `other'  in  the
personhood of God. We realise that
in  doing this  we  are  performing  an
act   of   personification,    lending   a
human f2ice  to  that which has  none

without us. But it is only by doing so
that we become comfortable addres-
sing the divine universe as a `Thou',
becoming engaged with it to the full
depth of our human subjectivity.  It
is  chiefly  God  as  person  whom  we
can  love,  at whom we can shout in
anger,   with   whom   we   can   share
pain.    This     God,     especially     as
embodied in the father-figure of our
prayer-book   -   and.  the   Freudian
insight  is  helpful  here  - has  to  be
accepted, contended with and some-
times  surely  `killed'  in  the spirit  of
the  old  Buddhist  adage.  But  those
of us who have rejoiced at the liber-
ation we  once felt in the  `death'  of
God,  now,  on the far shores of our
attempts  at atheism,  find ourselves
still  contending  with  Him.   In  the
process   of   becoming   whole   and
becoming   adult  we   have   allowed
ourselves  again  to  love,  laugh  and
cry  with  the  beloved  patriarch  of
our  childhood  fantasies.  God  may
be   a  figment   of  our  imagination
indeed.   But   our   imagination,   we
should  always  remember,  is  itself  a
figment of divinity.

The  Jewishness  of  this  theology,
like  that  of  most  others  we  have
created,   lies   in   its   language.   Yes,
one could use the same ideas to con-
struct   a   Christianity,   or   perhaps
even more easily a Buddhism. But it
is  the  language,  the points of refer-
ence,  the  scriptural  roots  and  the
ties  to  praxis  that make  a theology
belong to  a particular tradition. We
turn  to  Judaism  not  because  it  is
superior to  all  the world's  religions,
and certainly not because it is God's
single will,  bwz becc7z/sc J.I z.I oz{r ow#.
The tradition, its texts, its practices,
the   beloved   act   of   study,   are   a
spiritual  home.  For  all  the  conflict
in  staying  in  that  home,  it  has  ulti-
mately  been  a  rich  and  nurturing
one.  Torc7/7, in the br()adest sense,  J.`g
the language we  know best and love
best.  A`s  such,  it  is  also  that  which
calls     f`orth     oilr     deepe.st     human
rcspo7zs'e.  In  that sense  it  is  natural
and  spiritually  most  appropria.te  to
remain a Jew. The Judaism to which
we  relate  is  that  of the  tradition  in
its  most  whole  and` authentic form;
traditions  work  best  when they  are
least diluted. This  is  not to say th2it
one has to be a fully practising Jew
as  the  orthodox  would  understand
the  term.  But  we  do  have  to  feel
addressed   `tmd  challenged  try   eta.ch
word of the Toro/?` by each teaching
of the s€iges.  Even  ()ur rejections of

practice  and  teziching  must  emerge

from honest engagement, from real
struggle and confrontation. Our `lib-
eral'  views  should  not  serve  as  a
cloak  for  cavalier  desertion  of our
traditions.    There    is    no    serious
Judaism  without  a  serious  engage-
ment with the mz.fzvof.

What then of change? Is our age
no different from ages past? Can we
expect  Jews  in  the  free  society,  in
the    world    after   Auschwitz    and
Hiroshima, in a history transformed
by  renewed   Jewish   statehood,   to
live as though they were still in the
ghetto-defined past?

Of course not.  Change has come,
whether we accept it or not. We do
best  to  make  peace  with  it.  There
are  aspects  of the  religious  task  in
this  hour  which  are  different  from
those we have ever faced before. We
stand on the threshold of a new age
in  Jewish  history  and  the  Judaism
appropiate to that age is only begin-
ming  to   emerge.   Surely  it  will  be
reshaped  partly  in  response  to  the
great events in our times and also in
view   of  the   great   change   in   the
Jews'  role  as  full  members  of  the
general  democratic polity.  We  have
new responsibilities  in  this  age  and
that   has    already   brought   about
some  reshaping  of  priorities.  The
role  of  observance  will  clearly  be
different in the future than it was in
the  past.  But  we  must  never  lose
sight of the fact that the deeper task
of religion is one thiit is common to
all  ages  and  all  humans.  Learning
awareness  and building  a life to be
lived  in  constant  awareness  of that
which  transcends  us  and  calls  upon
us  ever  to  transcend,  to  transform,
and to grow -these are demands of
Y-H-W-H.   As   such   they   do   not
change with the times.  In the divine
etermil all time is One. We live in its
presence as have our ancestors since
the  dawn  of  humanity,  as  will  our
descendants  for  as  long  €ls  we  see
ourselves   as  human.  The  religi()us
language  we  speak -  and  symbolic
expression is part of that language -
must  be  deeply  rooted  in  our past,
contemporary  enough  to  excite  us
and  fire  our  imagination  and  rich
enough   to   carry    us   into    a   still
uncharted futurel-

Dr  ALrthur  Green  is  I)I.esi{len[  of  the  Recoll-
.stnic[i()iii`st    R(Ibbiliical    C()IIc'gc    in    Phil{iilel-

[,hi,,.

The  publication  of this Theology  Slip-
I)lemeli[ h(is been mii(le possible by {he'
Refol" Syn(lgogue`s  of Great  Bi-i[iiin.
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morning  of  canvassing.  We  saw  all
kinds  of  people  -  from  the  young
and   literate  who  had  jumped  the
educational  barriers,  to  the  elderly
and illiterate.  One young woman in
our   assigned   neighbourhood   had
registered  successfully - a  token  to
the  whites,  a  meaningful  symbol  to
the blacks.

My canvassing partner was David
Owen,  a  college-student  volunteer
to   whom   I   had   been   assigned   as
`counsellor'.  We  had  been  working

since 8.30 am  and so at about  11.45,
feeling the  pangs  of hunger,  we cal-
led it a morning and started back to
the   Morning   Star   Baptist   Church
where the workers were accustomed
to   convene   for   lunch   and   where
each day the ladies of the congrega-
tion  put  out  a  wonderful  pot-luck
lunch:     home-baked     breads     and
cakes,    collard   greens    and    black-
eyed  peas  and  heaps  of  fried  chic-
ken.   So  with  visions   of  that  fried
chicken   we   started   back   to   the
church.    Passing    the    Hattiesburg
stockyards we  were so engrossed  in
conversation  that  we  gave  no  more
than     a    fleeting    glance     to     the
stockyard hands lounging there.

A  moment   later  we   saw  Larry
Spear,  another  college  student  and
two  black  girls,  one of whom  was a
volunteer   from   Pittsburgh   named
Margie  and  the  other  a  local  high-
school  girl,  named Jan,  serving as a
guide.   They,   too,   were   returning
from   canvassing   and   heading   for
lunch  at  the  church.  We  waved  to
them,  met  them  at  the  single-track
railroad  line  that  served  the  stock-
yard.   Foolishly,   in  full  view  of  the`red-neck'  loungers, we  stood there

comparing  notes   about  our  morn-
ing's   experiences.   Then   the   boys
proposed  that  we  take  a  `short  cut'
and   walk   down   the   track   to   the
church.       As       their       `elder',       I
remonstrated briefly, protesting that
the  slightly  longer  way  on   a  main
street  would  be  safer.  But  I  yielded
to  their confidence.  It proved to  be
foolhardy.

We had not gone much more than
twenty    yards   when    we    heard    a
chorus  of  raucous  children's  voices.
`Look   at   the   white   niggers',   they

shouted.    `Look   at   the   white   nig-
gers!'   This   was   disconcerting   but
after all they were  only children.  So
we paid no heed and walked on.

With the two girls walking ahead.
David and Larry next and I bringing
up    the    rear,    we    had   proceeded

about   two   hundred   yards,   were
quite   a  distance  from  the  nearest
houses  -  a  poor  white  settlement
from which the children had come -
and to  one  side  of us  a large pecan-
processing plant.

Suddenly we heard the screech of
brakes  and   a  white  pick-up  truck
came to a stop on the dirt road next
to  the  track.  Two  men  armed  with
tyre  irons  and  shouting  obscenities
came charging up the embankment.
`We'll  get  you,   you  nigger  lovers!'

was their repeated `war-cry'.  My ini-
tial   impulse   was  to   talk   to   them.
More  as  a  result  of naivet6  than  of
irony,     I    wanted    to    enter    into
`dialogue'.    According    to    instruc-

tions,   I   should  have   assumed   the
`foetal  position'  but  here  I  was  bet-

ween  these  brutes  and  the  young
people  for whom  I  presumably had
responsibility. Then, too,  I had long
been    convinced    that    all    human
beings    are    kcczos/iz./7t   -   that    the
`image  of  God'  to  which  we  are  in

duty  bound  to  respond  with  rever-
ence  is  present  in  every  one  of  us
and hence dialogue should be possi-
ble.    Since   Mississippi    1964,    how-
ever,  I  have  had to conclude that in
some   people   at   some   times,   the
divine  presence  is  so  deeply  buried
that  there  is  no  way  of  reaching  it.
This  was   true   of  our  two  furious
assailants.

They  were  not  small  men.   One
was well over six feet tall, rangy and
strongly  built.  The  other,  who  was
the  driver  of the  truck,  seemed  the
older  of  the  two,  close  to  six  feet.
Heavy and fleshy he loomed terrify-
ingly large to my five and a half feet
of   height   and    15()   pounds.   They
were livid with rage. They looked to
me  like  rhinoceroses  charging at  us
-I  had only recently seen  Ionesco's

play  in  which  men   had  been  con-
verted into  rhinos!

I  tried  as  best  I  could  to  protect
myself taking  most  of the  blows  on
my  arms  but  that  vicious  tyre  tool
did get  through  for a few nasty cuts
on  my  head.  I  remember  shouting
after   seeing   David   bleeding   from
the   back   of   his   head   and   Larry
being   beaten   by   the    oldei`   man,
something   like   `My   God,   haven.t
you done enough?' The  next thing I
knew  David  and  Larry  had  me  by
the arms and we were running down
the   track.   The   two   men   had   re-
entered the truck and at an intersec-
tion  tried  to  run  us  down.  With  the
boys   half   carrying   me   we   finally
reached  the  black  residential   qudr-

ter,  walked  to  the  church  and  we
were  once  again  among  friends.   I
received some first aid on the porch
of   a   Mrs.   Jones   who   lived   just
behind   the   church   and   then   was
taken   to   the   hospital.   A   young
reporter  from  the  City  College  of
New  York,  photographed  me  and
that   literally   bloody   picture   went
round the world.

Later    in    a    most    unsatisfying
denouement,  the  two  men  surren-
dered    to    the    police    and    were
charged  with  assault  with  intent  to
maim.    I    returned    to    Mississippi
later that summer to  appear before
a local grand jury where I was ques-
tioned  by  District  Attorney  James
Finch  and  identified  our  attackers
from  photographs.  An  editorial  in
the    Wczsfe!.#gfo#    Posf   quoted    the
Civil   Rights   Commission   Report's
descriptions    of    that    grand    jury
appearance:

`His   examination   by   Finch   was

confined   almost   entirely   to   these
questions:  why he had come to Hat-
tiesburg,  whether  it  was  true  that
the white boys had been embracing
the   Negro   girls   before  the   attack
took place,  where he had slept dur-
ing   his   visit   to   Hattiesburg,   and
whether    Negroes    were    sleeping
there as well.

`When   the   grand  jury  failed   to

indict  those  identified  by  Lelyveld,
the  district  attorney  filed  an  infor-
mation  charging  them  with  simple
assault   -   a   misdemeanour.   They
pleaded no contest to those charges,
were  fined  $500  and  given  90  days
hard labour, which was suspended'.

Shades   of   South   Africa!    `Red-
neck  justice'  I  called  it  in  a  piece  I
published   a  few  weeks   later.  The
W¢f/7z.#gJo77      Pos/     editorial      con-
cluded,  `The  pattern  of violence  in
Mississippi  is  not  only  a  pattern  of
violence  but  also  a  pattern  of  vio-
lence   condoned   officially   and   left
unpunished'.

This  is  why  it  is  so  satisfying  to
know  that  all  this  is  changed  today.
Black  voters  have  made  the  differ-
ence.    Mississippi   has   not   by   any
means bec()me a utopian democ.racy
but it has been turned around and is
moving  forward.  The  participation
of    blacks    in    the    electorate    has
resulted   in   the   election   of   black
mayors  and  black  state  office   hol-
ders.  Where  we  in  1964 saw  men  in

police   uniforms   kicking  the  prone
body  of one of our group on  a busy
downtown     street    while     no    one
moved    to    intervene,    today    the
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police   are   disciplined   servants   of
law   and  order  for  all   the   people.
Segregation is illegal  and practically
dead   and   discrimination   is   dying.
Increasingly,     the     blacks     of    the
American south, armoured with the
franchise and supported by law,  are
emerging   in   a   pattern   of  upward
mobility  which  though  slower  than
we could hope must eventually blot
out poverty and humiliation.

Testimony to the sea-change that
has  taken  place  in  Mississippi  was
offered  in  a  recent  editorial  in  the
New   York   Times:    CA\nyone   who
doubts how much progress there has
been  ought  to  consider  what  hap-
pened just this week  in Mississippi.
Both    Democratic   primary   candi-
dates for governor, repudiating past
ties  to  segregationists,  campaigned
fervently for the pivotal black vote.
White     candidates     for    governor
stumping  the  Mississippi  Delta  for
black   votes!   Twenty   years   ago   it
would  have  been  easier to  imagine
the  Russians  tearing  down  the Ber-
lin Wall' .

Why  did  I  go  to  Mississippi  on  a
hazardous mission in  1964? I did not
go to be beaten or to be a martyr or
a  symbol.  But  there  were  martyrs.
The    Christian   leadership    of   the
National Council of Churches spoke
of the way of the cross. We speak of
kz.cZcZLfsfe  faczsfec77t  - the  sanctification
of the  name  of  God  in  action.  Sac-
rifice is a necessary accompaniment
to  the  effort  to  make  social  prog-
ress.  Our  mission  was  an  effort  to
testify,   to   witness   to   the   ideal   of
human brotherhood through a posi-
tive  contribution.  We  went  because
clergymen   were   needed   to   act   as
counsellors to the young people and
to  buoy  up  their  morale.  We  went
because  there  are  times  when  con-
science  demands  more  than  words,
when  an  inner voice  says  `Put  your
money  where  your  mouth  is!'  The
T¢/;7z££d  expresses  it  more  elegantly
in   these  words,   `One  who  speaks
beautifully,    is    expected    to    fulfil
beautifully'.  Or  in  a  kind  of Judaic
Kantian      imperative      to      affirm
t Bishvili  nivra  haoland  -.the world

was created for my sake'  and to act
as   if  it  was  -  that  is  to  say   `This
depends upon me'|

Rabbi   Arthur   J.   Lelyveld   /.s   Sc/1/.o/-   f3cfbb/.
Elnel.i[l{s   of   Fail-molinl   T7eini)le,    Clevelclnd,
Ohio.  4  I)asl  PI.esiden[  t)f [he  Cen[I.al  Coiifel.-
enc.e  gf A!ne!.icall  Rabbis,  Iw'  is  the  ciii[hoi-of
Atheism  is  Dead.   f7c scj.vcd c/I  vJ..t`/.//./]g sc/irj-
lp!.  .al   the    Oxfor{I   Centre   fol.   Pos[gI.adu(ile
Hebrew  Sliidies  in  198().
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THE WELL OF

RACHEL'S
WORDS

Jonathan Wlttenberg

`Happy the heart that has
rescued in spite of the day
when disaster befalls . . .'

RACHEL IS THE POETESS
of the pioneer's dream. So at
least  she  is  generally  consi-

dered.    Zalman   Shazzar,   later   to
become  President  of  the  State  of
Israel,   remembered   her   like   this:
`The     gate     opened     and     there

emerged from the courtyard a flock
of  squawking,  cackling  geese  who
proceeded to spread themselves out
across   the   hillside.    Behind   them
came their keeper,  tall  and  upright,
in  a  white dress,  blue-eyed,  lithe  as
a deer and beautiful as the Kinneret
(Galilee).   In   her  hand  she  held  a
palm  branch  and, with such sceptre
and   her  young,   warm  voice,   held
sway  over  the  tumult   ...  This  was
the   poetess   Rachel   ...   She   made
haste to climb an old carob tree and
stretched  herself  out  on  a  branch.
From  there,  in  her white  dress  and
golden in the light, she lifted up her
voice in song to  us,  the  company in
the valley below'.

Rachel  was born  in  Poltava,  Rus-
sia,   on   the   20th   September   189().
Her   father   was   a   man   of  sturdy
character.  Taken  from  home  young
by the Czar's officers,  he held to his
Jewish heritage through twenty-five
years   in   the   Russian   army.    Her
mother,    deeply   pious   as   well   as
widely     educated,      corresponded,
amongst   others,   with   Tolstoy.    In
such  a home  Rachel's native talents
for painting and poetry found a fos-
tering ambience.

In  1909  she  sailed  with  her  sistei-
Shoshanah for Palestine, apparently
intending   only   to   visit.   But   when
they   saw   the   coast   by   Jaffa   they
swore  never  to  leave  the   `mother-
land'  again.  They  took  a  room   in
Rechovot   and   set   about   learning
Hebrew,   Russian   being   permitted
for  only  one  hour  at  sundown  each

day.  There  they  were joined  by the
youngest sister Bat-Sheva, a pianist,
and  `the  tower  of  the  three  sisters'
quickly  became  the  cultural  centre
of the town.

But  Rachel was not satisfied with
such  a  hfe.  She  wanted  to fulfil  her
love of the land more actively by, in
the  expression  of the  time,  `making
music   with   the   hoe   and   painting
upon  the  face  of  the  earth`.  It  was
this  resolve  which   brought  her  to
her    adored    Kinneret    where    she
spent probably the happiest days of
her   life,   admired   as   an   excellent
worker  and  loved  for  her  cheerful-
ness   and   song.    Her   best   known
poems,     `To     My     Country'     and`Perhaps  It Never Ever Happened',

refer to this period:

Perhaps it never ever happened,
Perhaps
I never did rise with the dawn
To work the garden by the sweat

of my brow;

Nor in the harvest's burning days
And long
From the height of the wagon

overladen with sheaves
My voice never gave in song;

Nor cleansed  myself in the silent
blue

And pure
Of you,  my Kinncret. ..  Kinneret

of mine`
Were you real, or was it a dream?

It is this image of a poetess in love
with her land that has stuck and her
verses  are  learned  by  Israeli  school-
children  much  as  the  English  learn
`Oh  to  be  in  England'.  Yet  the  very

title of this poem,  `Perhaps It Never
Ever    Happened`,    warns    us    that
there  is  rather  more  to  be  said.  In
fact,   Rachel   had   a  very  hard   life.
Encouraged   to   add   knowledge   to

(:t)Iililliicd  on  licx{  iia.gc
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enthusiasm,   she   left   Palestine    in
1913  to  take   a  two-year  course  in
farming  at  Toulouse.  Her  stay  was
prolonged by the war.  As a Russian
citizen  she  was  forced  to  return  to
her country of origin, where she suf-
fered  the   severe  privations  of  the
time.   It  was   1919  when  she  finally
managed to come back to Palestine,
on  the  very  first  boat  to  sail  there
from  Odessa.  But  it  was  in  a  sense
too   late   -   she   had   already   con-
tracted  the  illness  that  was  to  curb
and curtail  her days.

Undeterred, she went to Degania
and  took  her  share  of  the  hardest
physical  labour.  Forced by ill-health
to  give  up,  she  began  to  work with
the  children  of the kz.bb££fz.  But the
day  came  when  she was  simply  too
unwell   and   her   illness   was   diag-
nosed  as  tuberculosis.   She  left  for
Jerusalem where she taught agricul-
ture   to  Yemenite   girls.   When  she
could  manage  no  more  she  took  a
single   room   in  Tel  Aviv   and  lived
there for many years until her death
on the night of the fourteenth to fif-
teenth  of April  1931.

Virtually     all      Rachel's     poetry
comes  from  this  last  period  of  her
life  and  gives  expression,  above  all
else,  to  her  struggle  with  her  fate.
The  poems  describe  the  emotional
and  spiritual  pain  of  reconciliation
with  a life that denies her so much.

I  don't complain!  From a narrow
room

How sweet to long for broad
Spaces.

Sad days and the autumn cold
They too have their purple and

gold.

I don't complain!  From the
wounded heart

Wells the song of its  love,
And desert sand is farmland

green
From Pisgah's top,  from Mount

Nevo.

The   reference   to  the   mountain,
like  Rachel's  other  allusions  to  the
Bible,   shows   a   clear  identification
of feeling  between  the  poetess  and
her people's past.  Nevo is in fact the
name  she  gives  to  her  final  collec-
tion   of   poems   written   in   the   last
year  of  her  life.   the  previous  one
being     called     `A4/.Ive'gcc7.     -     `from
afar'. To  the  latter title she  appends
the   words   of   Deuteronomy   32:52
•from   afar  y()u  shall   see   the  land..

the    unqut)ted    c()ntinuation    being

`but  thither  you  shall  not  go'.  The

verse      speaks      of     Moses      who
ascended  the  mountain  to  view  the
land which he knew he would never
enter. The significance for Rachel is
obvious:

Stretch forth your hands. Behold
from afar.

Thither -there is no going.
To each his Nevo
In the wide empty land.

Despite  her  many  friends,  loneli-
ness,  as  well  as  loss,  pervades  her
poems.  It would be easy to romanti-
cise  Rachel's  dying,  as  it  is  easy  to
over-simplify  her  work  as  a  whole.
To  say  that  they  just  happened  to
have    those    spiritual    gifts    which
made it all straightforward, is one of
the  ways  by  which  people  deny  the
pain  and  the  striving  of  others.  In
fact,     Rachel's    poems    reveal    an
intense      engagement     with     fate,
regarding  both  her  death  and  love
un fulfilled.   She   wishes   she   had   a
son; she is grateful  to the niece who
will  name  a  daughter  after  her  so
she    will    not    be    utterly   cut    off.
Annihilation    terrifies    her,    dumb
nothingness:

This burden of silence is dragging
me into the ground;

This  sword  of  silence  is  cutting
my heart in two.

I'm still  here,  I'm  still  waiting,
The  flowing  blood  of  my  songs

reddening around me.

Death   is  silenced  truly  we  shall
all  be silenced

As the short path, at close of day,
ends. . .

Silence  is  the  void  into  which  she
must relinquish both  life and words.
So long as she can write she still has
life-blood  but  it  ebbs  away  all  the
time.   Soon   she  will   be   quite   inar-
ticulate.

`Will   you   then   hear   my  silence'

she   pleads   elsewhere,   or   accuses
`You  who  would  not  even  listen

when  I  spoke?'
Loneliness   is   coupled   at   times

with    a    potential    bitterness.    One
could    not    imagine    such    a   dying
otherwise.  But a strong spirit of rec-
ognitioli     and     discipline     tempers
both.   In   the   end   she   realises   that
she  herself will  be  the  only victim  of
the  inability  to  be  reconciled.

In my great loneliness, loneliness
of a wounded  animal.

Hour on hour I lie.  Keep silence.
Fate has gleaned my vineyard,

left not a bunch behind.
Still, the subdued heart has

forgiven.
If these days are to be my last

days
Let me be calm,
Lest I cloud with my bitterness

the calm blue
Of the sky, my companion of old.

Here, then, is the courage to face
death     with     neither     denial     nor
indulgence.   It   is   remarkable   how
time  and  again  Rachel  manages  to
pass   beyond   her   own   sorrow,   so
that,   rather  than   bewail   the  past,
she redeems it through memory in a
spirit  of  joy.  Memories  become  an
ever-present source  of nourishment
and   life.    Some   she   dedicates   to
friends,  as in  the following poem to
Zalman  (Shazzar):

Surely I shall remember:  the
mountains hung

In  the  distance like a wall.
From the top of the peak I

shouted and sang
Hurray for the wonder of being

young
And  the echoes called  ...

. . . Happy the heart that has
rescued in  spite

Of the day when disaster befalls
If only a timbre,  if only a sight,
If only the tiniest fraction of light,

.    If only  an  echo  calls.

Other    poems    are    devoted    to
nature's   growth    and   to   creativity
itself. The following is the last verse
of  a  poem  in  which  she  hears  the
corn  tell  her  how  it  has  been  sown
inside  the  soul  and  how  one  day  a
little boy will come to gather among
the ears:

So ploughman and seedsman sow
In the acre of the heart:
Come then stranger, come then

friend
To the  nighing harvest feast.

She  wrote  that  in  the  month  of
LS/?cv#/.     In    IV/.ss¢H    that    year    she
diedl

Rahbi Jonathan Wittenberg  ivfl,7 bo/./z  /./i  /9J7
iln{l  reii(I   English  [i[  Calnbridge.   He  I.ecei\.e(I
sem.ich.a fi.()in  Leo  Baeck  Colle'ge  all(I  i`s  li(]\\`
R(i[it]i  (]f  lhe'  New   N()rlh   L()Iidon  Syltilg()giic'

(M(ls()I.Ii).
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WHAT DO yo U SAY WHEN HE SAYS HE' S

Sheila King Lassman

Sheila King Lassman, a professional counsellor of more than twenty years standing, reflects on the
training and support of carers i,n the community.  She is a member of the Manor House Outreach
rl7eam which provides such training -both at the Manor House and i,n individual synagogues.  Her

article is adapted from her Keynote Address to the last RSGB Northern conference in Blackpool.
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WHEN WE EMBARK  ON
caring,  either  privately  or
communally,    we    risk    a

tightrope of difference, between the
carers  and  the  cared  for.  We  carers
should resist putting the cared for in
a   life   bracket   separate   from   our
own,     else     the     quality    of    care
diminishes. We  become  patrons not
partners.   Today,   we   are   vertical,
tomorrow we may be horizontal.

I  believe that  contemporary com-
munity   care   should   embrace   two
themes:   first  that  we   are  equal  in
our  humanness  and  second  that  we
must come to terms with changes in
society.     Neither    theme     is     truly
reflected  in  the  Jewish  community
today.   Jewish  OK  still  means  mar-
riage, children,  material success.

Even  though  much  that  happens
contradicts  our  own  mythology.  As
the  gentile  world  praises  us  for our
warmth   and   close   family   life,   we
smile  benignly  and  sit  on  our  Pan-
dora's     Box    which     contains     the
divorced, the  never-wed,  the lonely,
the  ones  who  married  out,  the  job-

less,  the  child-abusers,  the  parents
we  don't  have  much  time  for  now
that  life  is  so  busy.  What  happens
outside    happens    to   us.   We   feel
uncomfortable  with  it,  think  about
it  as  little  as  possible  and  hope  that
the   synagogue   welfare   committee
will   do   our   thinking   for   us   and,
more important,  do our duty for us
as well.

To care,  in  my definition, is to be
open   to   offer  the   three   pillars  of
counselling   skills    in    our   dealings
with people -genuineness, empathy
and  respect.  These  combined  qual-
ities are elusive, the search for them
difficult.  It's  easier  to  be  a  bit fake,
not to make waves.  Confronting has
an       ugly       connotation      -      the
battlefield,  the  barricades,  the  box-
ing ring.  But  confronting lovingly is
a  key to  rewarding relationships.

Community  carers  often  suffer  a
confusion    of    identity.    Are    they
friends,  befrienders  or counsellors?
Friendship  develops  through  mutu-
ality  of  choice.  A  befriender  in  the
communal  sense   often  befriends  a

person  he  or  she  doesn't  know,  a
name   on   a   list   of  members   who
need  a  visit. There  is  a randomness
about  it.   If  you  don't  like  the  per-
son,  can  you  withdraw?  A counsel-
lor   is   trained   to   do   a  job   within
specific   time   boundaries.   A   com-
munity   carer   is   always   on   call,   it
seems,   and  often   under  very  real
stress.    A    carer    with    counselling
skills can be the most priceless asset
to  a  community  that  cares  how  it
Cares .

How could such skills be put into
practice?    Let's    imagine    that    the
synagogue   worker   is   visiting,   yet
again,  the  housebound  old  woman
who can be nasty and manipulative,
tetchy and bitter. The visitor dreads
going    but   steels    herself   for   the
weekly  half  hour.   No  real  rapport
develops between them because the
visitor cannot leap from her car, run
up  the  stairs,  and  reveal  her  irrita-
tion to someone for whom each day
is  a  painful  eternity.  She  would  feel

guilty   and   ashamed.   Yet   her  visits
t)ring  her  no  pleasure  and  are  only
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partially   appreciated   by   the   sick
woman.   Isn't   it   possible   for   real
dialogue to take place?

`1 used to look forward to coming

to see you but sometimes I feel that
it hardly matters to you if I come or
not.   I   haven't  seen  you  smile  for
weeks'.

`Would   you   smile   if   you   were

lying here? You don't know what it's
like . . . '

`True,   I   don't,   but   I  think  you

could  sometimes  talk  about  some-
thing' - there's the courageous bit -
`other than your aches and pains'.

`What else is there in my life?'

As  the tears begin to flow, so the
door  of  communication   opens.   Is
life  only  today,   lying  in  this  bed?
What   has   been?  What's   the   sum
total of life's experience? The visitor
gives   the  old  woman   a   reality,   a
positive identity that had been lost.

The interactive nature of relation-
ships should never be overlooked.  I
cannot  be  in  a relationship without
you.  What  each  of  us  puts  into  it
creates the sum of the whole. If you
affect  me  and  I  tell  you  nothing of
my feelings,  I  am  no  longer myself
and our relationship withers.

Humanness  invests  us  all  -  the
carers  and  the  cared for - with  cer-
tain needs:

To  be  heard  and  attended  to;  to
be     valued;     to     experience     self-
esteem;   to   be   recognised;   to   be
helped to realise that pain is part of
life  but  not  to  have  to  suffer  it  in
loneliness;  to  live  with  an  expecta-
tion that efforts will be rewarded; to
trust and be trusted.

For many of us, well or ill, young
or old, these needs remain unmet.

I have used the old as the symbol
of the cared for, perhaps because we
are an ageing community and those
of  us  in  middle  years  are  already
becoming   fearful   of  being   redun-
dant   to   society,    non-contributing
members  of  the   club.   But  others
need care  and this brings me to my
second theme, coming to terms with
change.  Those  who  need  care  are
multiplying all the time - the carers
at   home,   the   divorced   with   chil-
dren,  the  divorced  alone,  the  men-
tally   and   physically   handicapped,
the sick, the people who live in ways
which are not traditionally Jewish -
those  living  together  outside  mar-
riage,  homosexuals,  people  marry-
ing non-Jewish spouses.

In    one   generation   the   Jewish
divorce  rate  has  risen  alarmingly.  it
hurts the couples, their children and
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their parents.  Does  the community
care    enough    for    these    people,
enduring  the  anguish  of  shattered
dreams?  There  are  many  divorced
people,   particularly   women,   who
have   suffered   the   humiliation   of
knowing  they  unbalance   a  dinner
party table, so they don't get asked.

5#babpcsfthaef%rwnf;]o:°n::s::a::a%nr
maybe they are asked when there is
another  single  guest  -  to  make  up
the number.

Do    those    who    are    still    in    a
partnership  even  begin  to  imagine
what   it   is   like   to   be   alone   in   a
couple-oriented   society?   Dreadful
as  bereavement  by  death  is,  it  is  at
least kosfecr.  It brings sympathy and
friendship,   if   only   for   a   limited
time. Yet  there  are those  among us
who look on divorce as an infectious
disease,    the    domino    theory    in
action. What is needed are care and
openness   and   permission   to   talk
about it, never pity.

Who  are  the  lepers  in  our  soci-
ety?  AIDS  victims? The  parents  of
children  who  have  professed  their
homosexuality? The parents of chil-
dren who have died a cot death?  It
is  unfamiliar,   fearful,   bewildering.
We  don't  want  to  judge,  we  can't
help  but  identify.  What  if  it  were
me,  or  my  child? The  parents  of a
child  who  dies  mysteriously  in  the
night are left with feelings so intoler-
able that the only consolation is the
outstretched  hand  of  their  friends.
But  those  friends  still  have  bonny
babies  and they are embarrassed to
show them.

When  we face  our friends whose
children are gay, the alienness of the
situation  may  rob  us  of  the  words
our friends need to hear. And if it is
our  own   son   or  daughter,   do  we
notice an old acquaintance cross the
road to avoid us, because of his dis-
comfiture rather than our own? Sup-
posing it is not our children, but our-
selves,    coming   out?    Our   Jewish
commitment  is  not  affected  by  our
sexuality, yet is there still a place for
us in the synagogue?

We may grieve for yesterday's pre-
dicatable world but it is today's chal-
lenges  we  face.   Perhaps  the  most
feared  change  is  the  inevitable  rise
in  marriage  out. We  live our Jewish
lives in an open society and we have
no guarantees. What happens when
boy  meets  girl  or  girl  meets  boy?
Question   one:    Is   he/she   Jewish?
Question   two:   What   does   he   do?
Or,  if  a  girl,  what  does  her  father

do? If the answer to Question one is
no,   we   may   have   felt   the   first
symptom  of a  malaise  which,  if we
let it, can destroy a family.

I     believe     that     the     punitive
behaviour     which     many     people
adopt  causes  intolerable  pain  and
makes  certain  that  the  Jewish  part-
ner marries out rather than the non-
Jewish    partner   marries   in.   That
punitive        behaviour       is       often
institutionalised.  It  is  the  commun-
ity  that  excludes,  ensuring  that  the
thing it fears most, that is the loss of
Jews  to  the  secular  world,  actually
happens.       Few      young      people
respond to threats  and strictures by
giving  up  the person  they  love.  We
should  not  encourage  marriage  out
but  our  challenge  as  a  caring  com-
munity is to care for the people who
marry  non-Jews  by  being  available
to them when they need us.

If we  are  all  partners  in  life,  it  is
imperative   that   we   care   how   we
care. People are more complex than
technological     systems,     paradoxi-
cally    stronger    yet    more    fragile.
Good  caring  demands  the  kind  of
honesty  that  transforms  superficial-
ity into profundity, the honesty that
makes every person interesting.  It is
only  people's  masks  that  are  dull,
never their inner selves.

Being  open  is  essential  if we  are
to   learn   to   care   for   each   other.
Those who choose to do communal
caring  offer  themselves  for  a  mul-
titude  of reasons - repaying  a  debt
to   society   because   life   has   been
good  to  them,  or  feeling  they  can
help  those  in  sorrow  because  they
have  been  there  themselves.  Some
choose eternal parenthood, offering
food  and  succour  to  those  in  need.
For   others,   seeing   other   people's
sadness  can  help  put  their  own  dis-
appointments      into      perspective.
Sometimes    the    problems   of   the
cared  for  bring   up   old,   unhealed
scars  in  the  carers,  and  the  bound-
aries    between    the    two    become
unclear,   causing  surprising  distress
to   the   carer   without   the   training
required  to  distinguish  between  his
own pain and his companion's.

I  have  been  training and support-
ing groups  of community carers for
several   years   and   am   often   over-
whelmed  by the dedication  of these
workers.  Yet  I   know  that  there  is
much to be learned and the learning
put  into practice gives the cared for
a realistic opportunity to  take  more
responsibility for the quality of their
livesl
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TRAVEL

rfuNffiyffiAfiDEGbTE
Fred Morgan

Images  of  Eternity  by  I+eith `Na.Td,
Darton,  Longman  and  Todd,  Lon-
don,1987, £8.95  paperback.

KEITli WARD` PROFESSOR
of   the   History   and   Philo-
sophy  of  Religion  at  King's

College, London, is one of the most
perceptive and creative observers of
contemporary      Christian      culture
working in this country.  He is also a
very      eloquent      and      competent
philosopher who  has  laboured hard
to lay bare the structures which gov-
ern    religious   thought    and   which
relate  thought  to  experience. These
two    roles,    of    observer    and    of
philosopher,  express  themselves  in
Ward's  literary  work.  By  looking  at
them   more   closely  we   can   under-
stand   why  Ward   is   important   for
Christianity  but  also  why  very  few
Jewish   scholars   similarly   engaged
with their tradition  undertake to  do
what Ward does.

In  the  first  place,  Ward  is  a  stu-
dent  of  Christianity  and  the  status
of Christian  belief in  contemporary
BritaLin.   In   The   7Turn   of   the   Title
(BBC    Publications,     1986,    £3.5())
Ward argues that the  Christianity of
today`s  Britain  is  not  weaker  than
that of centuries past, just different.
It     is     less     delnonstrative,     more
thoughtful.    less    dogmatic,    more

searching.  Part of the reason for the
difference  lies  in  the  cosmopolitan
character  of  modern   Britain,   and
the  great  variety  of  Christian  and
other  religious   traditions  found  in
Britain  today.  This  means  for Ward
not  so  much  that  there  are  more
options  available  to  the  `consumer'
but    that    there    is    less    certainty
among  Christians  that  the  dogmas
of  a  particular  Church  or  tradition
must  be  right,  that  all  those  religi-
ous   `others'   must   be   wrong.    By
pointing   this   out,   Ward   highlights
that the established  Church  of Eng-
land,   once   the   majority,   is  now   a
minority      religious      group.      This
change  of  status  requires  a  corres-
ponding   change   of   self-awareness
and  definition  among  all  brands  of
Christians.      Anglicans      especially
must  respond  with  less  imperialistic
bluster  and  more  respect  for  other
religious groups.

One  of  the  chapters  of  I/7G  rifj.;7
a//Ac rf.cJc is called `Gods Many and
Lords   Many',   and   it   discusses  the
significance   for   Christian   faith   of
the plurality of images of God in dif-
ferent   traditions.   The   same   topic
receives  careful  philosophical  treat-
ment  in  W:ird's  latest  book,  //7!¢gcs
o/   E/er7i!.ty.    Here   he   is   not   con-
cerned  to  make  a cdse  for Christizm
belief in  a changing Britain.  Rather,

he   seeks   to   understand   whether
there is a common form or structure
to the way in which God is `imaged',
and  those  images  talked  about,  in
the  major religious traditions of the
world.  In  order  to  do  this,  he  has
studied  writings  by  one  or  two  of
the   leading   orthodox   thinkers   of
each  tradition:  Vedantic  Hinduism,
Buddhism,     Judaism,     Islam     and
Catholic  Christianity.   He  treats  all
his      sources      without      particular
regard   for   their   historical   prove-
nance.  This  is  a  brave  undertaking
and the fact that Ward has mastered
so  much  diverse  material  with  such
keen  wisdom  speaks  well  both  for
his  honesty  and  his  approach to the
business of philosophy.

The exemplary Jewish text which
he     chooses     is,     not    surprisingly,
Maimonides'        Gltide       for       the
Perp/cji'e'cZ.  Ward prefaces his discus-
sion    of    the    Gi£/.cJc    with    a    well-
schooled  and witty -sometime` too
witty -account of images of God in
the  Bible.  The  Maimonides  he  pre-
sents    is    recognisably   Jewish    and
Ward      argues     convincingly     that
Maimonides'  view  of God  does  not
deviate   notably   from   the   Biblical
view.  It just accomplishes the task of
rendering the Biblical view, which is
refracted  through  an  anthropomor-
phising        prism,        philosophically
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respectable -no mean feat, that.
Ward      uses      his     studies     and

dialogues   with   the   world's   major
religious   thinkers   of   the   past   to
build  up  a  theory  about  the  way  in
which  religion  works,  and  the  role
of  the  philosopher  in  that  process.
First,  he  tries  to  show  that  all  his
exemplary figures maintain a dual -
aspect   picture   of   God.   There   is,
above       all,       the       Indescribable,
Unknowable    and    Ineffable    God
which     transcends    the     limits    of
speech  and  imaging.  And  there  is
also,  within  experience,  what Ward
calls `iconic visions' which our religi-
ous  traditions  have  constructed  to
express   our   multifarious   sense   of
God  in  everyday  life.  These  iconic
visions are all limited images, which
are  linked  to  the  limitations  of  the
religious-social    order    and    world-
view  that  each  tradition  lays  down
for  its   adherents.  The   aim   of  the
religious     life,     as     seen     by     the

philosopher,    is   to   transcend   our-
selves  by  transcending  these  iconic
visions    and    with    them    the    con-
straints placed  upon  us by the  religi-
ous-social  order.   Religion  provides
order through images of a God who
is   authoritative   and   limiting.   This
order  represents  the  source  of  our
security but also the loss of our free-
dom.       So,      religions      as      Ward
describes    them    have    a    two-tier
structure: on one level order, on the
other   freedom   or   salvation.   The
philosopher   aims   to   comprehend
the latter by obliterating the former.
Hence,  the  mass  of believers -who
are  not  philosophers -immersed  in
the  former,  fail  correctly  to  under-
stand  the  philosopher  and  what  he
is out to  achieve.

At   the   same  time  as  he   argues
along  these  lines,  Ward  is  eager  to
show   that,   to   borrow   Pascal's   dis-
tinction  which  he  quotes,  the  `God
of  Abraham,   Isaac   and   Jacob'   is
not`  in  e`ssence,  different  from  the
`God    of    the    philosophers'.    The

philosophers of the various religious
traditions,  he  claims,  are  not  out to
create abstract systems that bear no
relation  to  reality.  Nor,  indeed,  are
they  out  to elicit  a response or insti-

gate change in the world. Their con-
cern  is  mainly  to  analyse  away  the
limits  we  place  on  God  and  so  pre-
pare  for  salvation  in  that  way.   But
this   may   be   done   only   by   under-
standing  what   can   and   cannot   be
said  mediately  about  the  very  God
whom  we  experience,  if we  experi-
ence   God  €it   all.   non-verbally  and
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immediately.
The  God  of  experience,  `of  our

Fathers',   and  the  God  of  thought
and   analysis   are,   then,   the  same.
Thoughtful  people  need  not be put
off the idea of a God who is encoun-
tered   in   religious   experience,   any
more   than   `sensitive'   people   need
be  put  off  the  idea  of  a  God  who
bears no physical or emotional simi-
larity  to  ourselves.  Ward's  book  is
itself  an   excellent  example  of  this
argument.        It       is       deliberately
`phenomenological',  or  descriptive,

and   not   system-building.   Further-
more,  he  implies,  it  is  on  this level,
not   the   level   of  lived  or  practical
religion,  that  dialogue  among  relig-
ions can take place.  It is only on this
higher,  philosophical  level  that  the
limiting,  or  particularistic,  features
of  religions  and  their  iconic  visions
may be transcended.

Even   with   this   brief  outline   of
Ward's  view,  I  hope  it  will  be  clear
why  he  is  important  to  Christianity
in      modern      Britain.      He     faces
squarely the present crisis  in  Christ-
ian  faith  and  refuses  to  moum  for
the  lost  days  of  the  Empire  when
Anglicanism ruled OK. He deplores
the  current  fashion  to  discriminate
between  those who  think  and those
who feel and he encourages the sec-
ular  world  to  consider  God  a  sub-
ject  worth   talking  about,   in  open
and tolerant ways.

Yet,  as  clever  as Ward's  work  is,
there  is,  I  feel,  little  in  it  to  excite
committed   Jewish   thinkers,   what-
ever     their     persuasion.     This     is
because  of  at  least  two  features  of
his  analysis,   which   I   have  already
identified,  and  which  relate  to  the
two  roles  which Ward  has  adopted:
the  role  of observer and  the  role of
philosopher.

First,  as  observer  of the  contem-
porary scene, Ward notes a dramatic
change  in  the  social  standing  of the
Church,   which   requires   a   greater
openness   towards   other   religious
traditions.   But   the   change   in   the
status   of   the   Church   of   England
bears  no   relation  to   the  status  of
Judaism  in  this  country.  So  the  les-
sons  that  other  religious  traditions
may   contribute   something   to   our
understanding     of     how     religion
w()rks  and  what  our  religious  struc-
tures  may  be,  have  not  been  learnt
by  the  Anglo-Jewish  community.  A
tradition  such  as  ours,  which  is  the

product   of   centuries,    not   a   few
decades,  of  minority  status,  learns
instead to adopt a defensive posture

in  the  midst of pluralism.  It has not
been able to afford the luxury of dis-
passionate self-criticism,  in the light
of    changed    social    circumstances.
But  there  are  signs  that  this  defen-
siveness  is  gradually  giving  way  in
places  to  an  openness  which,  while
not as confident as Ward's, is at least
less  self~righteous  than  one  is  used
to.

Second,   as   a   philosopher  Ward
suggests   a   role   for   philosophy   in
religion  which,   Jewishly,   is  insuffi-
cient.     Understanding     based     on
description    and    dialogue    is    not
enough.   Jewish   philosophy   would
also   require   a   rcJpo#sc,   a   better-
ment or improvement in the state of.
the    world.    Maimonides    did    not
practise  philosophy  simply for plea-
sure, to sharpen his mind or achieve
a  personal  solution.  He  saw  in  it  a
messianic     pursuit,     the     transcen-
dence  of  the  self,  to  be  sure,  but
through  an   active  response  to  the
;77z.Jzt;¢/7  of learning,  as laid down by
the   /7¢/czc/?i.c   order.   Ward's   under-
standing  of  Maimonides'  views  on
Biblical     anthropomorphisms     and
the  ineffability of God  is fine  as far
as it goes.  But by ignoring the Ram-
bam's  other  works  in  the  realm  of
/tcz/czc/7cz/7   which   the   Rambam   him-
self  would   not   have   separated   so
strictly   from   his   philosophy,  Ward
skewers    his    understanding    away
from    a    position    which   a   Jewish
thinker might hold.

Thought   is   linked   not   only   to
experience  but  also  to  action  which
aims  to   `repair  the  world'.   So  the

great          contemporary          Jewish
philosophers,   men   like   Emil   Fac-
kenheim     or     Eliezer     Berkowitz,
despite   their  sectarian   differences,
see  the  value  of descriptive  analysis
only  in  stimulating  a  Jewishly  com-

petent    response,    one    which    will
quicken  the  coming of the  Messiah.
For  all  its  eloquence  and  erudition,
then.   Image`s   of   E[erni{y   is   dis.ap-
pointing  to  the  Jewish  reader  -  an
elegant  journey  of the  mind.  which
leads n()where.

Rabbi  Fred  Morgan  tt'(i.`. /)(j/-/i  ¢/Id (Jc/I/(.fi/(I(/ /./i
[he  USA  (in(I  (It  C`iimlN.idge  UIIi\'el..sily.  Hc  lec-

llil.ed    ill    Religi(>il`s    Sliiilies   iil    Bi.i.slol    Ulii\.ei.-

.sill.    Hc'   lheli   .sluilieil   iil    Le(]    13(ic'ck   College

I)elf()I.e'   tJec()millg  I.(1bbi   ()f   N()I.lh  Wc'.s[   Siil.I.ey

S).nl,g(,g,,a.
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DEALING WITH

Elizabeth Sarah

LAST        SEPTEMBER         I
visited     Chelmsford     Prison
with  Rabbi Henry Goldstein,

minister     of    South    West     Essex
Reform   Synagogue.   Until   a   huge
fire      about      eight      years      ago,
Chelmsford   was   a   maximum   sec-
urity    prison.    After    that    it    was
reserved for young offenders, under
the  age  of  twenty-one.  Recently  it
has  been  admitting  older  prisoners
from   the  surrounding  area  with   a
view to becoming a  `local'  prison.

Rabbi  Goldstein  serves  as  chap-
lain  to  the  Jewish  prisoners,  at  the
moment a minority of one.

The  purpose  of  our  visit  was  to
give  me the opportunity of learning
something    about    an    area    which
might possibly  be part  of my future
work as a rabbi.  For the past year,  I
had been working as an `apprentice'
with   Rabbi   Goldstein   and   visiting
Chelmsford Prison was one of many
rabbinical   `excursions'   I   took  with
him,    `excursions'    which    included
weddings,   burials,   cremations   and
stone-settings,  talks  -to  Christian
students  and  a  local  friendship  club
for   `single'   people,   a   seder   in   a
psychiatric      hospital,      `interviews.
with    proselytes    and    about-to-be-
married couples.

So in a sense, visiting Chelmsford
was  just  another  excursion  and  the
`apprehension'  I  felt was not so very
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different  from  the  apprehension  I
had  felt  before  funerals,  or  on  the
way  to  the  psychiatric  hospital.  Of
course, Rabbi Goldstein did his best
to  prepare  me.  He  always  tried  to
give me some idea of what to expect
before  any  new  experience  but,  in
fact, I was not prepared.

As  we  drove  into  the  car  park,
the appearance of the prison did not
seem      `threatening'.     There     was
plenty of greenery  and the not very
high perimeter wall  seemed  a fairly
unremarkable   remnant   of  a   once
Victorian edifice.

Once   inside  the  first  door  how-
ever,    the    feeling    of    the    place
changed     dramatically.     A     heavy
metal door slid firmly closed behind
us and another stood closed in front
of us.  We waited in  that small  blank
space for only a few moments but it
seemed much longer. We were being
scrutinised   by   an   unseen   camera
and `contained' until our credentials
were  checked. Then  the  metal  door
in   front   of   us   slid   open   and   we
found   ourselves   in   a   shabby   cor-
ridor,  with   a  notice   board  on   one
wall  and  another  metal  door  at  the
other    end    of    it.    After    a    few
moments,    a   chaplain    greeted    us
cheerily and led us through the next
metal  door  into  the  court  yard.  As

he   strode   across   the   courtyard,   a
heavy bunch  of keys swung dully at
his  side.

The   chaplain   took   us   into   his
office   -   quite   ordinary   in   every
sense except for the bars on the win-
dows  -  and  he  began  to  talk  to  us
about his work, about the prisoners,
about    `life'    in    the    prison.    It    all
seemed   fairly   unreal   despite   the
metal   bars   and   the   succession   of
metal  doors   ...   I   asked  questions,
and  I waited.

After   about  thirty   minutes,   the
chaplain,   who   turned   out   to   be
Church   of   England   and   also   the
vicar  of  the  local   church,   decided
that  we  were  ready  to  embark  on
our tour. First stop was the chapel, a
very     pleasant     wood-clad     room.
Apparently,     it     is     usually     quite
packed  on  Sundays.  Even  `nominal'
Christians   are   very   regular   atten-
ders.  As  the  chaplain  explained,  it
makes  a  break  from  sitting  cooped
up in  a cell.  As a result of staff cuts,
most  prisoners  spend  over  twenty
hours of each  day in their cells.

After the chapel, we had a look at
the  board  room  where  the  Gover-
nor,      deputy      governors,      senior
prison    officer,    probation    officers
and   chaplains   meet   for   consulta-
tions   -   before   bumping   into   the
Governor  and  senior  prison  officer
en   route   to   the   cell   blocks.    `We
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don't get many of your lot here', the
Governor  quippped,  `too  clever  to
get  caught,  I  expect'.  Stereotyping
endemic   in   society   at   large,   pro-
vides  the  bedrock  of  a  `closed'  sys-
tem like a prison, in which everyone
is   classified   and   labelled.   I   shud~
dered as I thought about closed sys-
tems on a grander scale. . .

But there was no time to get side-
tracked.  A few  more doors  opened
and   closed   behind   us   before   we
found ourselves on the control plat-
form, at the heart of the prison. The
cellblocks  fanned  out  around  us  -
four in  all:  the  Education  block  far
right,  then  the block for older pris-
oners, next the one for young offen-
ders  and  finally,  far  left,  the  block
for three further groups of inmates:
those   undergoing   punishment   for
internal  prison  offences;  those  clas-
sified  as  highly  dangerous  -  categ-
ory  `A'  prisoners;  and  those  prison-
ers -usually sex offenders -in need
of protection  from  other prisoners.
By  the  end  of  the  morning,  I  had
been inside all those blocks, indeed,
been inside two prison cells and had
a feeling of what it means to be  `In-
side',    surrounded    by    walls    and
doors,  doors which  always  seem  to
be   shutting   behind   you,   or   only
opening in front of you, to pull you
further in.  Even on the return jour-
ney through  the  prison,  I  somehow
didn't really believe we were getting
Out . . .

As  we  stood  on  the  control  plat-
form   surveying   the   cell   blocks,   I
thought of the prisoners inside them
but more of the people who choose
to    work    `Inside',    unlocking    and
locking      doors,      overseeing     the
inmates.    A    large    proportion    of
those  who  enter  the  prison  service
are ex-armed services, especially ex-
Navy.  That  is  not  really  surprising:
hierarchy,  discipline,  order  and,  in
the  case  of a  ship  particularly,  con-
fined  space.  It  makes  sense.  These
people `fit'. But what about the pris-
oners? Mis-fits? social outcasts? dis-
rupters of `law and order' - are they
made to `fit'? Is that what incarcera-
tion achieves? Are they simply `con-
tained' for a while, or are they trans-
formed   by   the   experience?  What
effect does a stretch `inside' have on
the average prisoner?

These were some of the thoughts
going   round   my   head   before   we
started our tour of the cell blocks. I
was thinking about the inmates and
the warders - all  of `them' very dif-
ferent  from  me,  the  student  rabbi.
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And   seeeing   `them'    didn't   make
things   much   better  -  the   guards,
inscrutable   in   their   uniforms,   the
prisoners, especially the young ones
with  their  tatoos,  and T-shirts,  and
jeans.  So  little  individuality.  When
we  walked  into  a  group  of  young
men   having  a   few  minutes  break
from  work  in  the  prison  kitchen,  I
sensed    an    alien    presence    which
reminded   me   of   young   men    in
groups  anywhere,  only  much  more
subdued.

It   was   only   when   the   chaplain
showed  us  one  of  the  cells,  empty
because its occupants were working
in  the  kitchen,  that  I  got a sense of
two  human  beings,  with  their  past
lives   and   their   present   concerns.
The  cell  was  tiny,  about  nine  foot
long  by  six  foot  wide,  packed  with
bunk  beds,  a  shelf-type  wall  table,
personal belongings and all of it per-
fectly neat  and  shining with  cleanli-
ness.  The  walls  were  covered  with
photos     of    friends,     family,     girl
friends,   cars.  Two  tiny  side  tables
were   covered   with   toiletries,    all
carefully arranged and on a piece of
string hung about ten half-used bars
of soap to make the cell smell `nice'.
The  two young men who share this
cell are lucky; they have work to do,
so  they  don't  have  to  stay  in  it  all
day.  Instead,  they've  made  it into a
`home',  a  place  of their  own  which

they   control,   an   opportunity   for
self-pride.  I felt like an intruder in a
way  that  I  hadn't  felt  outside  the
cell,  in  the  rest  of  the  prison.  This
cell  was  personal  and  standing in  it
for  a  few  moments  saved  me  from
the  `system',  with  its  methods  and
defences.    A    world    of    different
experiences  separated  me  from  the
two  men who  shared this room  but
they were no longer `inmates',  `pris-
oners' , they were people like me .

People   like   me  -  but   how   like
me? The notice outside the cell door
indicated  that  its  inhabitants  were
`inside' for five and six years respec-

tively.   Young   offenders   don't   get
prison   sentences   that   long   unless
they've    committed    fairly    serious
crimes.   Could  I   commit  a  serious
crime?   In   the   old   days,   criminals
were  thought  to  be  people  with  a
particular   genetic   make-up.   They
inherited     their     criminal     nature.
Nowadays,  environment  is  seen  as
the    principal    factor    determining
criminal  behaviour,  both  the  envi-
ronment  inside  the  home  and  out-
side  it -bad  housing,  poor schools,
unemployment,    pornography   and

violence in the media.
And yet, not all victims of a `bad'

environment    end    up    committing
crimes.   It  would  be  convenient  to
be  able  to  fall  back  on  the  genetic
argument   but   there's   no  evidence
for  it.  So  what  we  are  left  with  is
`criminals'  as  people  like  ourselves,

who share the same type of genetic
code and the same  kind of environ-
ment  as  people  who  are  not  `crimi-
nals'.  So  what  accounts  for  the  dif-
ference  between  us?  Is  there  a  dif-
ference between us?

These were the thoughts I carried
with  me  as  I  continued  the  tour  of
Chelmsford  Prison.  Thoughts  that
were  challenged  and  jerked  out  of
comfortable    `theory'    into    reality
when I walked into `A' block.  Rabbi
Goldstein    was    having    a    private
meeting  with   the  Jewish  prisoner.
The chaplain  led me casually into  a
part  of  the  prison  which  was  very
different  from   the  rest  of  it.  The
other    blocks    had    newly    white-
washed  walls.  Here  it  was  shabbier
and  the  wire  netting  drawn  across
each  landing indicated  that inmates
were  less  settled  in  this  place.  The
ground floor is the punishment area
where prisoners spend  time in  solit-
ary  confinement,  in  bare  cells,  con-
taining only an iron bed-frame. The
mattress is put in at night.

The   chaplain   opened   an   empty
cell  for me to see,  it was very dark,
with only a tiny window.  Pcap/c /!.vc
in  this  place.  Ar\  observation  con-
firmed   by   the   meals   list   on   the
notice  board  in  a  side  office  which
indicated that almost half the occup-
ants  of  `A'  block  choose  to  eat  veg-
etarian.   I   was   curious   about   this
incongruous  detail,  so  the  chaplain
introduced  me  to one  of the prison-
ers who helps with the food. A swas-
tika      carved      crudely      into      his
forehead,  he  explained  to  me  per-
kily  that  a  lot  of inmates  choose  to
eat vegetarian because the `rest of it
is  rubbish. - although  he  didn't  use
that  word.  A  simple  explanation  -
not  many  of those  available  in  this
place.

The  chaplain  guided  me  to  the
first  floor  landing  for  category  `A'
prisoners.  `Would  you  like  to  meet
the  two  lads  doing  the  stamp  pro-
ject?' he asked.  I said `yes', without
really  understanding.   How  could  I
make  sense  of  it?  `Stamp  projects'
are for well-brought-up, industrious
twelve year olds.  He unlocked a cell
door and took me into a cell, identi-
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cal to the one I had seen below, only
the  window  was  slightly  larger,  and
there was a shelf-type table and two
chairs. Apart from a transistor radio
and   two   young   men,    there   was
nothing  personal  in  the  room.  The
iron bunks were bare.

The  two  young  men  looked  up
from  their  work  as  we  walked  in,
and  I  realised  I  recognised  them  -
from  their  mug  shots  in  the  young
offenders      block.       All       inmates
categorised  by  the  Home  Office  as
highly  dangerous  must  be  identifi-
able  at  all  times  -  just  in  case  of
trouble.   The   chaplain   introduced
me.   I  said   `Hello',   and  asked  the
young  men  about  what  they  were
doing,  why they were  doing it,  how
they   felt   about   being   `inside'   and
how much they thought about their
`sentence'.  They  answered  politely

but  not  stiffly.  Very  subdued.  They
said they tended to  live from day to
day  and  that  they  liked  the  job  of
sorting   out   the   stamps  because   it
gave   them   something   to   do   and
meant they had each other for com-
pany.  As we talked,  I realised that I
really did  `recognise'  one  of them.  I
had  seen  his  face  plastered  all  over
the front pages of the tabloids. And
had   watched   the   television   news
reports.  They  had  gone  on  for  sev-
eral  days. The  face  in  the  newspap-
ers  was  of  a  brutal  rapist  and  mur-
derer.   Here  was  another  face  but
the  same  face,  the  same  person.  I
felt cold.  Uncomprehending. As we
left,   I   wished   them   luck   and  told
them  to  `take  care'  of  themselves.
The   notice   outside   the   cell   door
informed me that they were serving
ten   and   twelve   years   respectively.
Pondering this,  I asked the chaplain
about   `rehabilitation'   programmes,
psycho-therapy.   I   needed  to   know
that   apart   from   containing   these
young  men,  the  years  of  imprison-
ment would be used for exploration
and  change.  He  told  me  that  there
was   very   little   rehabilitation,   but
that  one  of the  young men,  not the
one  I  recognised,  was  taking  steps
to    rehabilitate    himself.     He    had
asked  some  weeks  ago  for religious
books to read and was steadily read-
ing   his   way  through   the  chaplain`s
office  library.

As   I   moved   slowly   out   of   the
prison,  through  all  those  doors  and
into   the   everyday   world   again,   I
knew   I   had   taken  something  with
me    and    had    also   left   something
behind   -   the   neat   categories   and
labels   that   protect   me   and   other

non-prisoners.   What   I   had   taken
with   me   was   more   nebulous   and
hard  to  assimilate.   In  fact  I'm  not
really   sure   what   it   is  -  except   it
forces   me   to   remember   all   the
pcap/c  in  the  prisons.  It  makes  me
think  about  what  people  are  capa-
ble  of,  not just other people,  crimi-
nals,   Nazis,   but  cz//  o/  #s.  And  it
helps    me    to    understand    `in    my
bones', not just with my head, what
our    Jewish    tradition    teaches    us
about  `sin'  and  `repentance'  -  our
personal     responsibility     for     our
actions and our ability to change, to
`return,.

I visited Chelmsford Prison just a
month   before   yom   K!.pp#r  and   I
know  that  my visit  transformed  my
experience  of  that  day.  As  I  stood
before the congregation in my `dual'
role,  as  a  student  rabbi  conducting
services, as a Jew confessing my sins
with my fellow Jews, I felt a sense of
kinship with  the young man search-
ing   his   deeds   inside    Chelmsford
Prison,  groping  his way towards  his
better    self .    And    I    realised    that
although   it   is   easier  to   label   him
evil, a criminal, not `one of us', he is
`one   of   us'   and   one   day   he   will

return   to   live   amongst   us.   I   also
realised  that  while  this  is  a  risk,  we
are all the risk God takes .

My   visit   to    Chelmsford    trans-
formed  my  self-understanding  as  a
Jew   and   as   a   human   being.   My
relationship   to   the   yczmz.in  IVor#z.in
will  never  be  the  same.  But  more
than  this,  the  visit  had  a  profound
impact   on   my   conception   of   my
future  work  as  a  rabbi  and  on  my
understanding  of  community.  As  a
I.abbi,  I hope to work within a com-
munity  of  Jews  but   also  within   a
wider community in which different
religious,  cultural  and  social  groups
meet and grapple  with  one  another.
I   know  now  that  my  sense  of  this
community extends to include those
who  live   inside  the  prison   system.
And   so   I   would   like   to   have   the
opportunity, not only of establishing
contact  with  Jewish  prisoners,   but
also of helping to open up a channel
of    communication     between     the
inside  and the outside world.  I  want
to do  this because  I would like all of
us  to  find  a  way  of  acknowledging
that our differing positions -on  the
inside  and  on  the  outside  -  reflect
our dcecJs,  nothing more.

Fjlizabeth  Sarah  tt'(j;-4.('t/  tt``.  fl  it';././t';. ff;Jc/ t'(//./(J/.

I)e'f ()I.c'  c'mh(lI.killg  ()11  lhe'  I.{ibhiliic  I)I.()gI-iimmc

lil   lhe'   Leo   B(I(ick  C()liege.   She  .I.s  (lil.I.c'Ii[l!   in
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IN AND OUT
OF JEWISH
MOUTHS

Sir'

ARECENT   ARTICLE   OF
mine   entitled   `The   sin   of
the  Progressive  Jew'  seems

to  have  caused  a  degree  of distress
for quite unexpected reasons.

I     mentioned,     c#    pczss¢7zf,     an
episode  at  a  conference  for  Jewish
studies    held    recently    in     Berlin
where at a meeting at the Town Hall
pork  sausages  were  served  to  the
guests.    Someone    associated    with
the  Jewish  community  in  Germany
on   reading   this   assumed   that  the
Jewish  community  had  been  lax  in
its   responsibility   in   ensuring   that
standards of kczsferztf be observed at
Jewish functions.  In fact, the Jewish
community    had    nothing    to    do
directly with  this  particular session,
though   they   had   provided   kos/7cr
catering    at    meals    more    directly
under their control.  Since  I was  not
personally  present  at  the  session  I
could   only   recount   what   I   heard
from     an     eyewitness     and     from
another   participant   in   the   confer-
ence   who   got   the   story   as   well.
Nevertheless,  I  was  present  at  the
occasion  some  20  years  ago  when
both Jews and Muslims found them-
selves  in  the  same  slightly  awkward
situation .

If I have in any way impugned the
care   taken   by   the   Berlin   Jewish
community  to  protect  the  interests
of Jews  I  am  indeed  sorry.  Despite
this   minor   aberration   it   seems   to
have   been   an   excellent   academic
conference  and  a  salutary reminder
that some of the best Jewish scholar-
ship   in   Western   Europe   today   is
being  done  by  non-Jewish  German
academics.   To   paraphrase   an   old
idea:   if  Jews   would   put   as   much
intellectual      concern      into      what
comes  out  of  their  mouths  as  they
do   into   whi`t   they   put   into   their
mouths    we    might    transform    the
Jewish community!

Rabbi Dr Jonathan Magonet
Principal, Leo Baeck College,
London
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EQUAL
AND

DIFFEFENT

Sir,

D R.       C OWAN       QUITE
rightly   takes   to   task   my
friend  and colleague Rabbi

Wolff 's  comments  about  circumci-
sion.  But  I  think  he  needs  to  re-
examine his reasoning.  Like him, I
have  doubts  about  circumcision.  I
have   even   greater   doubts   about
attaching  a  religious  ritual  and  ser-
vice to it. It seems to me to be tribal
as a custom and something we may
or may not wish to perpetuate as a
mark of our sense of tribal identity,
rather than covenantal relationship
with God.

But  the  sex  equality  argument
will  not  do.  Female  circumcision is
clearly  not  to  b6  encouraged.  But
women's   rituals   -   for   childbirth,
menstruation etc -might well be. It
is   not   self-evident. that   men   and
women must do all the same things,
but only that neither should be dis-
barred from something which either
could   do.   So   women   should   not
have  (male)  circumcision,  nor men
rituals   for   childbirth.    But   both
should  be  able  to  be  rabbis,  have
bar aLnd batmitzvah aLnd so on.

Perhaps the  argument should  go
against circumcision being regarded
as   a   `marker'   of   `Jewishness'.   It
does,   after  all,   confer  no  Jewish
statusl

Rabbi Julia Neubenger
South London Liberal Synagogue
Streatham SW16

ll#4o`J''
Wi'1iilmWo1t`f

0NE  OF  THE  UGLIEST
spin-offs of the Arab revolt
is   the   new   Anglo-Jewish

insult `fair weather friend'.
It is instantly flung at anyone who

dares to hint that he is turned off by
televised   shootings   and   beatings,
and is sad and angry that 20 years of
wilful inertia have led to this revolt.

Never  mind  the  injustice  of  the
insult.

The   major   objection   to   such
abuse is its use as a bid to shut up
discussion.

That is  also the trouble with the
prolific  Americanisms   like   sexist,
racist,  ageist,  and  soon  no  doubt,
shortist, tallist, fattist and baldist.

All   are   meant   to   silence   fact,
reason and argument.

And  where  they  fail  to  intimi-
date, they reduce debate to brawl.

M
i4(..

Y FAVOURITE IVEEKIY
imparts the great revelation
that    the   Masorti   move-

ment  differs  from  Orthodoxy.  And
that one of the main differences is in
the    belief   that    the   Torah   was
divinely inspired but NOT dictated
by God word for word.

My   Masorti   friends   share   that
basic belief with the whole Reform
and Liberal movements in this coun-
try.

So why stick a different label on a
product  which  in  essentials  is  the
same?

il(.

ANYONE   HUNGRY  FOR
live  entertainment  can now
watch  a  unique  mixture  of

mystery  play,  Whitehall  farce  and
off-season Purim. Spiel.

In  the  shape  of `elections'  to  the
Board of Deputies.

. They are as far removed from sec-
•ret ballots and one person one vote
as  we  are  all  from  the  days  bf the
Messiah.

Schoolchildren   wanting   to   get
some idea of the pocket and rotten
borough   system   in   18th   century
England could  do  a lot worse than
go round the synagogues and other
Anglo-Jewish   institutions    to    see
how they pick their deputies for the
next three years.

This   has   one   crucial,   practical
result:  not  remotely  is  the  Board
representative of the bulk of Anglo-
Jewry.

As  its  tortuous  pronouncements
on  the  Arab  revolt  made  so  pain-
fully plain.

iT('

0NE OF THE BEST CURES
I  know  for  low  blood  pres-
stire  is  to  dwell  on  the fre-

quent reports which tell me that one
more revered communal servant is,
after    serving    a    community    in,
Cheetham  or  Mill  Hill  for  35  or
more years, moving to Israel.

True the Anglican Church make it
a   strict   rule   that   an   incumbent
moves out of the area once his suc-
cessor  takes   over.   And  that  does
indeed prevent a confusion between
the roles of father and grandfather.

But did those revered communal
servants  not  manage  to  forge  any
bonds between themselves and their
congregants during those 35 years?

And can they at 65 or 70 just snip
off   their   roots    and   snap   those
bonds? And  most  disturbingly,  has
their long service really drained off
all   their   commitment   to   Anglo-
Jewry?

•,+

WIHN WILL WE FINALLY
Stop   spreading   the   fiction
that`  rabbis   are   teachers

and no more?
That is ne.ither the mean.ing of the

word,   nor  the  expectation  of  the
communities who employ them.

Depending  on  subtlety  and  legal
skill, any rabbi who acts merely as a
teacher  is  soon  on  his  way  to  the
industrial  tribunal  -  or  a  £50,000
redundancy.

Rabbi VIlliam Wolff I.a mz.#!.5'fer o/ ffre IVcwcas-
tle  Reform  Synagogue.  He  previously  served
as   an   associate   rabbi   at  the  West   London
Synagoglie,  and  was  a  Fleet  Street journalist
before he became a rabbi.
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The Manor House
Society

The Manor House Society is an ambitious ?ultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide
range of Jewish cultural and intellectual events of a high level w.Ithin easy rJach of a
large  audience.  Regular  activities  include  concerts,  debates,  exhibitions,  drama,
seminars and lectures.
Me.mbership  of the  Society  gives  easy  access  to  the  many  amenities  of the  Sternberg
Centre for Judaism, the  largest Jewish  centre  in  Europe. These facilities  include  a  book-
shop,  library, coffee-shop, extensive grounds and 1:ennis courts.  Membership also  brings
advance  information  about  events,  priority  booking  and  ticket  discounts  and  automatic
subscription to A4ama. Membership can  be on either an  individual or family basis.
• Subscriptions are modest:

Single membership
Familymernbership
Senior citizen/student single
Senior citizen -family

Existing  subscribers to  Mama may deduct the  unexpired
Manor House Society subscription.

£12.50 per annum
£19.00 per annum
I  9.50 per annum
£12.50 per annum

portion  of their subscription from  the

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
April 3rd -26th 1988

THE  MANOR  HOUSE  IN VICTORIAN TIMES:
A collection of photographs of the Manor House taken at the turn of the century

Mondays -Thursdays:  10.00 a.in. -5.00 p.in.

Tuesday April 191:h 1988 -8.00 p.in.
•        A BRIEF LOOKATTHE HISTORY OF FINCHLEYANDTHE MANOR  HOUSE

A talk by Fred  Davis, local  historian

Sunday 24th April 1988 -8.00 p.in.
AN  EVENING  OFWINE AND RASHI

with Mark I:yntoh, Master of wine and Hyam Maccoby, Tialmudist and Author

May 3rd -June lsl: 1988
ROMAN, AVIVA AND ARDYNE HAl:TER:  STUDIES AND SKETCHES.

Vvork in mixed media

Sunday May 15th 1988 -7.30 p.in.
BOOK LAU NCH :

Rabbi Howard Cooper, Rabbi  Michael Hilton with Fr. Gordian Marshall,
Hyam Maccoby and Rabbi Dr Jonathan Magonet will sign and speak about their latest books

Thursday May 24th 1988 -8.00 p.in.
ROMAN, AVIVA AND ARDYNE HAl:TER will discuss `Art in our Experience'

June 8th -July 17th 1988'THE WORLD OF ANAIOLI KAPLAN' -Limited Edition Lithographs`

on themes from the Haggadah and tales from Shalom Aleichem

Sunday June 12th 1988 -7.30 p.in.
FIECITAL BYTHE  BRILLIANTYOUNG  ISRAELI  CELLIST,  LIBAT KIMCHE

Sunday July 3rd 1988
JEWISH AWA;YDA:Y TO. NORWICH

•Lunchtime Recitals

Summer Series: Wednesdays -1.15 a.in. -2.00 p.in.
llth May                  8thJune
25th May                  22nd June

6th July
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